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Abstract  

 

Scholars have long argued that mainstream media tends to illustrate protest events and protesters 

highlighting the aspects of drama, violence and deviant behaviour in the events (Harlow and 

Johnson, 2011: 1361). Such aspects are referred to as “protest paradigm” which can be considered 

as the patterns of coverage that expresses disapproval regarding protests (Lee, 2014: 2727). Many 

studies have investigated the international coverage of other nations’ protests (see Boyle et al, 

2012; Harlow and Johnson, 2011; Lee, 2014), but not many have investigated how protests are 

covered in the national media. Moreover, studies on the protest paradigm have largely been applied 

in the Western context, leaving aside an opportunity to investigate the theory in other parts of the 

world. Therefore, relying on the protest paradigm theory, and focusing specifically on the 

marginalization elements that constitute the paradigm, the present study analysed the 

characteristics of the Brazilian newspapers’ coverage of the protests that took place during 

president Dilma Rousseff’s impeachment process. Hence, to fill such research gaps, this study 

investigated two of the most read Brazilian daily newspapers, Folha de São Paulo and O Estado 

de São Paulo with the help of Content Analysis and Critical Discourse Analysis. The analysis 

helped establishing to which extent the newspapers covered the protests for or against ousting of 

president Dilma Rousseff, and whether they positioned themselves for or against the impeachment.  

Finally, the present study raised important results such as: both newspapers devoted more than half 

of the coverage to articles about protests supporting president Dilma’s impeachment and most 

importantly, that they took a position regarding the impeachment process, although not in an 

obvious and explicit way.  
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Master Thesis  

Helena Samaras  

   

  

1. Introduction  

In December 2015, polls and street demonstrations were triggered all around Brazil after the 

president of the Chamber of Deputies, Eduardo Cunha, accepted an impeachment request against 

the then president Dilma Rousseff, who was ultimately removed from office on August 31, 2016. 

The request accused Dilma of alleged fiscal mismanagement in office, with irregularities on her 

2014 campaign funding. Since then the country has been divided, between those who support the  

impeachment of the president and the end of her government, and those who are against the 

impeachment process. The divergent opinions and requests regarding the country’s future took 

people to the streets in rival rallies and created a nationwide battlefield that many saw as a turning 

point on the impeachment result, arguing that such result will be “fundamentally decided on the 

streets” (Lincoln Secco, 2016 quoted in Donna Bowater, 2016). It is important to note that the 

“pro” and “against” division is a simplified view of the country’s situation during the impeachment 

process:  many complex factors influenced people to go to the streets. However, such a simplified 

perspective will be taken into account, because it reflects the discourse adopted by the country's 

news media to present such situation.   

 

The troubled political, economical and social situation in the country contributed to an atmosphere 

of disapproval towards Rousseff’s government and policies, and became the main charges 

presented for the continuity of the impeachment process. Brazil was not only facing the worst 

economic crisis in decades, but also the biggest corruption investigation in the country’s history - 

the Lava Jato, or, Operation Carwash. This investigation involvedalmost every corner of the 

political system in the scandal, including the Worker`s Party (Partido dos Trabalhadores, PT1), to 

                                                 
1 Partido dos Trabalhadores (PT):  Worker’s Party or PT was created in 1980, during the military 

dictatorship, with the need to promote changes for the urban and field workers, left-wing activists, intellectuals 
and artists. PT, is a left-party and is a defender of the democratic socialism. (PT, 2017) 
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which both the president and the former president Luiz Inácio “Lula” da Silva (Dilma Rousseff’s 

political mentor) belong. Operation Carwash, also known as the Petrobras Scandal, started in 2014 

and investigates the involvement of politicians and executives in a bribery scheme inside Petrobras, 

the largest publicly-held petroleum company in the country (Petrobras, 2017). On top of that, 

Brazil was going through a health calamity, with the spread of the Zika virus - which has been 

proven to cause microcephaly in newborns - just months before the 2016 Summer Olympics which 

took place in August, in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil's second most populated metropolitan area), 

increasing international media attention to the country.  

 

Dilma Rousseff won the presidential elections in 2010 and 2014, both with more than 54 million 

votes (Tribunal Superior Eleitoral, 2017), which represents 25% of the Brazilian’s population 

(IBGE, 2017). On her first term in office, the approval rates regarding her government represented 

59%, the biggest ratings since the end of the Military Dictatorship (BBC Brasil, 2016). However, 

by the end of 2015 Dilma’s approval ratings dropped due to a slow economy, growing 

unemployment and increasing inflation and her disapproval rates reached 71% (Datafolha, 2015). 

Protests against the country’ situation and the president’s government started in March 2015, 

before the impeachment request was accepted. The first protest against the president took place in 

March 15th and gathered more than 200 thousand protesters (Datafolha, 2015). Since then, more 

than 20 protests against and 10 supporting president Dilma Rousseff happened all over the country 

– including all capitals in most of the times. The biggest “Pro Impeachment” protest counted on 

more than 500 thousand protesters in São Paulo only (Datafolha, 2016), while the biggest “Against 

Impeachment” protest gathered more than 95 thousand protesters in São Paulo (Datafolha, 2016). 

Many protests happened in Brazil during president Dilma Rousseff’s impeachment process (from 

December, 2015 to August, 2016), becoming part of the national news-agenda and, thus meriting 

study. 

 

According to Lee, “protests constitute an important means in contemporary societies through 

which citizens press their claims and voice their concerns” (2014: 2318). In order to communicate 

their messages and achieve their objectives, protests rely mostly on mainstream media coverage 
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to expand their voices. Scholars have argued that: “positive and prominent coverage can amplify 

and legitimize the protester’s voices” (Gamson & Wolfsfeld, 1993 quoted in Lee, 2014: 2318). 

The ways in which media portrays protests and protesters can influence the way viewers perceive 

their claims, and whether they will support their causes or not (Harlow and Johnson, 2011: 1360). 

The coverage and portrait of protests on the mainstream media have been the object of study and 

critic of many scholars during the past decades (see Chan and Lee, 1984; McLeod and Hertog, 

1998; McFarlane & Hay, 2003; Dardis, 2006 to name few). Findings continue to show that 

mainstream media have the tendency to illustrate protests and protesters, highlighting the aspects 

of drama, violence and deviant behaviour in the events (Harlow and Johnson, 2011: 1361). The 

focus on such characteristics in the media coverage of protests is referred to as “protest paradigm” 

(Chan and Lee, 1984), which in Lee’s words can be considered as the pattern of coverage that 

expresses disapproval regarding protests (Lee, 2014: 2727). The paradigm assumes, therefore, that 

while covering protests events, the media tends to delegitimize and marginalize the protesters 

through a series of elements called marginalization devices: drama and violence, police 

confrontation, deviant behaviour of the protesters, spectacle or inclusion of sources other than the 

protesters itself, for example. Such elements which will be discussed in detail in the Literature 

Review section, “offer ways in which protesters can be marginalized in media coverage” (Dardis, 

2006: 122), when used by the media.  

 

Research gaps to be addressed 

Many studies have investigated the international coverage of other nations’ protests (see Boyle et 

al, 2012; Harlow and Johnson, 2011; Lee, 2014), but not many have investigated how protests are 

covered in the national media. Thus, Shahin et al, suggests that when studying protests relying on 

the protest paradigm it is “ought to be studied in domestic news coverage of protests” (2016: 144) 

because it takes into consideration the relations of power which are immanent within a political 

system (ibid). Moreover, studies on the protest paradigm have largely been applied in the Western 

context, leaving aside an opportunity to investigate the theory in other parts of the world. In El-

Mahdi`s vision: “while the traditional protest paradigm and other social movement theories were 

developed with Western democracies in mind, they still contain “powerful theoretical foundations 
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that can cross regional boundaries” (2009: 1016 quoted in Harlow and Johnson, 2011). In order to 

contribute to filling these gaps, this research study will investigate two of the most read Brazilian 

daily newspapers, Folha de São Paulo and O Estado de São Paulo. The analysis explores the 

characteristics of the Brazilian news media’ coverage of the protests that took place during 

president Dilma Rousseff`s impeachment process. The research will thus, fill the gaps by focusing 

on (a) a non- western country - Brazil - and (b) on the national media` perspective - Brazilian 

newspapers.   

 

Purpose of the study 

Relying on the protest paradigm theory, and focusing specifically on the marginalization elements 

that constitute the paradigm, the present study will analyse the characteristics of the Brazilian 

newspapers’ coverage of the protests that took place during president Dilma Rousseff’s 

impeachment process. It will examine to which extent, and in which ways, the marginalization 

devices appeared in the articles. Finally, the analysis will help to establish to which extent the 

newspapers covered the protests for or against ousting of president Dilma Rousseff, and whether 

they positioned themselves for or against the impeachment.   

 

Research questions 

The study will seek to answer the following questions, in order to understand how two of the three 

most read national newspapers covered the protests:   

 

1. Which are the main marginalization devices employed in the coverage of the protests in 

Brazil on the national media?   

a. What are the similarities and differences between each newspaper?   

b. What are the similarities and differences between each type of protest?  

 

2. How are the different protests, "Against Impeachment" and "Pro Impeachment", presented 

in the articles?  
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a. What are the differences and similarities between the coverage of each type of 

protest? 

b. What are the differences and similarities between each newspaper`s coverage? 

  

The research questions will be answered via both quantitative and qualitative methodologies. The 

first research question suggests a more limited analysis of the characteristics employed by 

Brazilian media when covering protests. The second research question analyses the representations 

of the impeachment protests in the national media more comprehensively. To answer the first 

research question, a quantitative Content Analysis (CA) will be carried out in articles selected from 

both newspapers, providing the study with results of the most used marginalization devices by the 

national media. The second research question will be qualitatively replied through Critical 

Discourse Analysis (CDA) applied to a smaller sample of articles. CDA will provide  more detailed 

data about how the different protests were presented and constructed in the articles. Additionally, 

the findings raised by CA will also be taken into consideration when answering the second research 

question. That is because, the marginalization devices coded in the CA also reveal important 

characteristics about the way protests were represented in the media. Differences and similarities 

between protests and newspapers will also become clear after the approaches have been employed.  

 

2. Expected Outcomes  

How two of the most read Brazilian newspapers covered the protests, and which marginalization 

devices they employed in the process will be delineated through the application of both 

methodologies. While CA will support the study with a descriptive overview of the characteristics 

of the protests' coverage, CDA is expected to provide a rich qualitative insight of the protest’s 

representation in the Brazilian media. Moreover, the study builds on previous researches but aims 

to go a step further by providing knowledge regarding the coverage of protests through a national, 

non-Western case. Finally, the study does not intend to explain the reasons why such characteristics 

occur neither why the protests were represented in a certain way rather than another.  
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3. Thesis Structure  

Section 4, “Literature Review”, will present the central concepts and literature of the thesis, such 

as protest paradigm and marginalization devices. In section 5, “Method”, will explain why and 

which are the newspapers chosen to be analysed in the thesis. Moreover, section 6, “Brief 

Description of the two newspapers under study”, will show a more detailed presentation of the 

history, values and ideologies of the two newspapers selected for the analysis. Section 7, “The 

impeachment process and the study’s timeframe”, provides the selection of the study’s timeframe 

and the link between these dates and the corresponding events in the impeachment process. 

Further, in section 8, “Methodology”, presents the methodological choices, the reasons why such 

methodologies were chosen and how each of them were approached in the study. “Validity and 

Reliability”, in section 9, present the features needed in order to present a reliable study and section 

11, “Limitations” shows the study’s and the methodology’s limitations. Finally, section 11, 

“Results” present the findings drawn from each methodological approach. On the last section, 

“Conclusion” brings an overview of the results while recalling the study’s aim and research 

questions. In addition, further researchers are also purposed in the last section. 

  

4. Literature Review 

In this chapter, the thesis' central concepts such as the protest paradigm and the marginalization 

devices, will be presented and explained.  

  

Theoretical Framework  

4.1 Protest Paradigm 

Scholars have long criticized mainstream media for the antagonistic patterns in the coverage of 

protests, in which news media tends to portrait them as marginalized and delegitimized forms of 

manifestation (Gitlin, 1980; McLeod & Hertog, 1998; Chan and Lee, 1984). Such patterns are 

articulated through the frames of “protest paradigm” (see Chan and Lee, 1984; McLeod and 

Hertog, 1998), seen by Lee as “a heuristic notion summarizing a pattern of news coverage that 

expresses disapproval towards protests and dissent” (2014: 2320). Through the protest paradigm 

theory, scholars suggest that “news media either ignored protest movements or represented them 
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as cults of riotous radicals who were out of touch with public opinion and political reality” (Gitlin 

1980; Hertog and McLeod 1995 quoted in Shahin et al, 2016: 144).  

 

Here, it is important to understand that protest events are not always covered negatively or always 

marginalized by the media. Today’s complex and diverse news media coverage, with different 

communication flows and overlapping formats (Cottle, 2008), as well as the complexity of 

movements and protests (Cottle, 2008: 867), led to a more diversified media coverage (Lee, 2014: 

2728). This allowed scholars to leave the assumption that media is generally biased against social 

movements, and led to a focus on the varying degrees of the presence of the protest paradigm in 

the media coverage (Lee, 2014: 2328). As said before, the variations and extent to which news 

media employ the protest paradigm can be measured through recurring elements, referred to as 

marginalization devices, that constitute the paradigm and are used in the media coverage of protests 

(Dardis, 2006; McLeod and Hertog 1998; McFarlane and Hay 2003; Shahin et al, 2016). Moreover, 

the recent breaking out of protests around the world gave the opportunity for scholars to apply the 

protest paradigm concept in international contexts (Shahin et al, 2016: 144). According to Shahin 

et al, “comparative studies can now allow scholars to assess the extent to which the protest 

paradigm prevails in other parts of the world and identify particular aspects of media and political 

systems—and their interaction—that shape news coverage of protests” (ibid).  

  

4.1 Marginalization Devices   

The marginalization devices applied and analysed in this study have been adopted and adapted 

from literature by Shahin et al (2016), McLeod and Hertog (1998), McLeod et al (1999), 

McFarlane and Hay (2003) and Dardis (2006). The six different devices that will be taken into 

consideration through this study are: Cause, Inclusion of Protester’s Voice, Quotation of 

Statements from Other Sources or Reliance on Official Sources, Carnival, General Lawlessness 

and Police Confrontation.  
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Cause is the first marginalization device to be examined in this study and refers to how the 

newspaper articles explain (or do not explain) why protests were taking place, or to the goals of 

the protesters (Shahin et al,2016: 151). Most studies argue that the non-mention of the protesters' 

cause supports the protest paradigm (ibid). This device will therefore be analysed in order to 

discover whether or not the articles employ the marginalization device of Cause, and consequently, 

the protest paradigm. Cause is the only device that comes from Shahin et al (2016). It is considered 

important and included with the other devices in a single analytical framework because Cause can 

be seen as one of the devices which can illustrate whether newspapers took a position or not 

regarding the impeachment process. The other devices to be analysed are: Inclusion of Protester’s 

Voice, Quotation of Statements from Other Sources or Reliance on Official Sources, Carnival, 

General Lawlessness and Police Confrontation, which will be discussed below. 

Inclusion of Protester’s Voice is the second category to be analysed. According to Hertog and 

McLeod, journalists rarely quote protesters, and when protesters appear in the text, they are usually 

“juxtaposed to the official voices, making their alternative views seem irrational or lacking 

legitimacy” (Hertog & McLeod, 1995 quoted in Harlow and Johnson, 2011: 1362). Inclusion of 

Protester`s Voice is closely connected with the third device analysed in this study: Quotation of 

Statements from Other Sources or Reliance on Official Sources. That is, instead of quoting 

protesters themselves, journalists rely heavily in quoting other sources for opinion and information, 

in order to “add prestige to a story, to increase the efficiency of news production, and to maintain 

the illusion of objectivity” (McLeod & Hertog, 1998 quoted in McLeod et al, 1999). The term 

“official sources” refers to: government agents, police, business leaders, lobbyists, bureaucrats, 

and public relations managers, relative to other, non-elite sources (Ryan, Carragee, & Meinhofer, 

2001 quoted in Dardis, 2006: 121). According to McLeod et al, the practice of quoting official 

sources is “especially common for protest stories, which are often told from the perspective of the 

power holders and thus reinforce the status quo” (McLeod et al, 1999). Dardis presents one 

example from a study performed by Reese & Buckalew (1995), who argue “that local TV news 

teams lacked a desire to quote protesters during a Gulf War rally, and instead relied almost 

exclusively on police interviews to describe the events” (2006: 121). The next marginalization 
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device is Carnival. According to Dardis (2006: 120), this marginalization device relies on the 

portrait of protesters as “seemingly performing in some type of production and also included 

mention of celebrities and dignitaries at protest events”, which highlights the spectacle and 

theatrical elements of a protests. The portrait of protesters as “performers”, shifts the focus of 

reader attention away from protesters’ reasons for being on the streets (McFarlane and Hay, 2003: 

219). Quotations from news coverage such as the ones presented by McFarlane and Hay, in their 

study about the coverage of the Seattle’ protests in 1999 on an Australian newspaper show how 

this device is used by the media: “‘grand street theatre artfully staged’; the ‘greatest circus stunt 

yet’; The ‘Seattle Street Theatre’ (The Australian 2 December: 12); ‘carnival atmosphere’ (The 

Australian 4 December: 43); ‘the city’s streets were a ‘stage’ packed with ‘performers’ (The 

Australian 29 November: 13)” (2003: 218).   

 

Further, General Lawlessness and Police Confrontation are the last marginalization devices 

considered in the study. These elements, which are drawn from McLeod and Hertog (1998) and 

McFarlane and Hay’s (2003) work, also influence on the adherence to the protest paradigm and 

therefore are examined in this study (quoted in Dardis, 2006: 120). Violence and crime stories are 

the ones where protesters are most commonly marginalized, according to McLeod and Hertog 

(1999: 312 quoted in McFarlane and Hay, 2003: 221), that is, “stories that focus on such issues 

serve to make protesters appear more deviant and counter-societal, while avoiding the 

philosophical issues under debate” (Dardis, 2006: 120). Dardis points out that General 

Lawlessness (or disruption), does not necessarily refer to violence or vandalism but it also includes 

“lesser violations such as blocking traffic, trespassing, and so on” (2006: 120). In this case, 

protesters are presented as violent and defiant, and references to property destruction, 

vandalization, smashing of windows and cars (McFarlane and Hay, 2003: 222) are some examples 

of how this device is presented in the media. When it comes to Police Confrontation, it implies 

that “not only the police had to be mentioned specifically, but also that some form of aberrant 

conflict transpired between protesters and police” (Dardis, 2006: 120). Such stories tend to drive 

the reader’s attention to the conflict rather than to the reasons and claims of the protesters. Clashes 

and conflicts between the protesters and the police will be categorized as Police Confrontation. 
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Here is an example: “‘[M]arauding protestors’ were involved in ‘violent battles’ in which ‘riot 

police … took back the streets of central Seattle” (McFarlane and Hay, 2003: 221-222). The 

marginalization devices mentioned in this section are “elements that lead, ultimately, to the de-

legitimization, marginalization, and even demonization of protesters” (McLeod and Hertog 1999 

quoted in Harlow and Johnson, 2011: 1360). Such elements, when employed in news media texts, 

shift the focus of the reader to the negative aspects of the protest rather than to the protesters' 

motives for protesting (i.e., the protests' causes) thus creating a bad reaction towards the protest.  

 

 

5. Method 

In order to analyse the Brazilian news media and how the national outlets employed the protest 

paradigm in their coverages, the study will investigate two of the three most read national 

newspapers according to data from the Brazilian Media Research 2015: Folha de São Paulo and 

O Estado de São Paulo (SECOM, 2015). The Brazilian Media Research is the largest media study 

regarding media habits in Brazil, and it helps to understand where and how Brazilians consume 

information in the media (SECOM, 2015). The material collection and information processing was 

performed by Ibope - the largest market research company in Latin America (Ibope, 2017) - which 

conducted more than 18.000 interviews, ranging through all social classes, all regions and all ages. 

The distribution of the interviews per state was conducted in a three stage selection, distributed 

within the country and the population census taking into consideration: sex, age, education and 

work (SECOM, 2015). Validation and testing procedures were performed during the whole 

research through the quality control of the interviews, made by contacting 20% of the interviewees 

that answered the questionnaire (ibid). In the Brazilian Media Research, consumers confirmed that 

newspapers are the most trustworthy - around 58% trust it a lot or always (ibid) - and that 21% of 

the interviewees consume newspapers at least once a week. The research also raised important 

findings such as the growth of the internet use in the country, where 50% of the population affirm 

to use it every day, and in which 67% of those who use the internet, consume it as a source of 

information (Itamaraty, 2015). Therefore, considering and combining such data, this study will 

rely on the digital versions of the two of the three most read newspapers in Brazil: Folha de São 
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Paulo and O Estado de São Paulo. According to ANJ2 (Associação Nacional de Jornais or 

Newspapers` National Association), both newspapers rank the top three most consumed digital 

versions, where Folha de São Paulo ranks the first position with an average of 146.000 “page 

views” per month and O Estado de São Paulo ranks the third position with an average of 78.000 

“page views” per month (Associação Nacional de Jornais, 2015). It is important to establish that 

the “page view” numbers only considers paid subscribers. Further, O Globo newspaper, which 

ranks the second place in this category, was not considered because of the structure of their website 

which did not allow to access their online material during the time- frame purposed in this study. 

Moreover, another important factor to be considered is that although the Brazilian Media Research 

also states that TV is the most consumed media in the country (SECOM, 2015), the TV was not 

considered an object of analysis in the study. That is because the online versions of big TV 

broadcasters such as Globo, Record or SBT, did not allow access to their material during the time-

frame purposed in the study. In addition, both Folha de São Paulo and O Estado de São Paulo 

only give free access to 10 online articles per month, after that a paid registration is necessary.  

 

Finally, besides their national circulation (Associação Nacional de Jornais, 2015), the choice of 

newspapers also considered the fact that both have different corporate owners (where Grupo Folha 

owns Folha de São Paulo and Grupo Estado owns O Estado de São Paulo). In addition, corporate 

ownership is considered an important choice because of the political implications brought by it. 

Moreover, the articles which will be used in the analysis will be selected through each newspaper 

website: http://www.folha.uol.com.br/ and http://www.estadao.com.br/.  

  

  

6. Brief description of the two newspapers under study  

This section provides a detailed description of the two newspapers that will be analysed in the 

study, in order to contextualize their values, ideologies and history.  

                                                 
2 The information available in the ANJ website is taken from the database of the IVC or Circulation Verifier 

Institute, a non- profit organization that audits the circulation of printed and digital versions of newspapers (Instituto 

Verificador de Circulação, 2017). However, the database can only be accessed by news companies, editors and 

advertising agencies.   
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6.1 Folha de São Paulo (Folha)  

The São Paulo’s newspaper, part of Grupo Folha company - one of the largest media groups in the 

country - started back in 1921, although its name was only established as Folha de São Paulo in 

1960. According to the newspaper’s website, Folha is the most prestigious and sold newspaper in 

the country (Folha de S. Paulo, 2017) with national circulation, and the first newspaper to offer an 

online version, which was launched in 1996 (ibid). Folha has as their journalistic principles: 

pluralism, independency, critical journalism and non- partisan representativity. As for being part 

of an umbrella company in Grupo Folha the newspaper also has as principles to produce 

information and journalistic analysis with credibility, transparency, quality and agility, 

contributing to the establishment of democracy and citizen awareness (Grupo Folha, 2017). The 

journal was created for the urban middle class (Albuquerque, 2008: 154) and according to Taschner 

(1992), it aimed to be an opposition newspaper to the traditional O Estado de São Paulo, which 

represented the rural elites and had a more conventional and strict position back in the 1920s.   

 

Most newspapers in the country adopted a market- driven posture after 1950, which meant that 

there was a stronger effort to distance the newspapers and journalists from the political parties, in 

order to promote a reliable growth of the editorial pluralism. However, for Folha, this did not mean 

that the newspapers should have an apathetic position towards politics in the country, arguing that 

the journal will continue to act for the citizen’s interest (Albuquerque & Holzbach, 2008 quoted in 

Carvalho, 2013: 8). From a political point of view, the newspaper identifies itself as a mediator 

between the citizens and the political institutions, explicitly claiming to play a political role which 

according to the newspaper itself was allowed by their readers (Albuquerque, 2008: 151). Since 

1970, the newspaper adopted a more assertive profile in their editorials, which became visible 

during the Diretas Já Movement, where Folha explicitly claimed to support it (Albuquerque, 2008: 

155). The Diretas Já was a movement that took place in 1984, where more than 300k people took 

out the streets claiming for the end the Military Dictatorship that had affected Brazil for more than 

20 years. In a more recent case, the newspaper was the first media institution to request the 

impeachment of president Fernando Collor de Mello in 1991 (Folha de Sao Paulo, 2017). Collor, 

which was impeached in September 1992, suffered several corruption claims that were exposed by 
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Folha during the years he served in the government (Oliveira, 2013: 10). During this period, the 

newspaper`s headquarters was trespassed by government forces which alleged that Folha had 

problems with taxation (ibid). Additionally, the reporters investigating the corruption cases were 

requested by the president to go on trial procedures which served as justification for the newspaper 

to manifest against the president (ibid). By August 15th, 1992 Folha wrote an article called “Wear 

black as protest”, in which urged the need for the people to go to the streets against Collor (Oliveira, 

2013: 9).  

  

According to Shahin et al’s work which produced a study about the applicability of the protest 

paradigm in non- Western countries, Folha is a progressive newspaper (2016: 152). That is, 

progressive news organizations are traditionally opposed to the status quo while conservative news 

organizations are traditionally supportive of the status quo, according to their definition. Following 

Shahin et al definition, this study also considers Folha a progressive newspaper. Further, the 

traditional view says that the progressive media is usually sympathetic toward protesters (Chan 

and Lee 1984; Hertog and McLeod 1995 quoted in Shahin et al, 2016: 158).  However, one must 

consider that two types of protests took place in Brazil: one that supported the impeachment of the 

president (against the status quo) and one that supported the permanence of the president 

(supporting the status quo). For that reason, Folha is more likely to go against protest paradigm 

when it comes to “Pro Impeachment” articles, employing therefore marginalization devices on a 

lesser extent.   

 

6.2 O Estado de São Paulo (Estadão)  

O Estado de S. Paulo is the oldest and most traditional newspaper in São Paulo’s city 

(Albuquerque, 2008: 155). Back in 1875, the newspaper came out firstly as “A Província de S. 

Paulo” and only by 1890 it adopted the name known today. According to Taschner (1992), O 

Estado de Sao Paulo emerged with a clear political and ideological vision (quoted in Albuquerque, 

2008: 153), positioning their editorial direction towards the ideal of fighting the Monarchy and 

abolishing the slavery (Estadão, 2017). The newspaper`s foundation was important in that time for 

its purpose of establishing a republican and abolitionist media in the country (Grupo Estado, 2017). 

According to the newspaper`s website, Estadão always followed the principles of supporting 
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democracy and the free market economy (Grupo Estado, 2017). The newspaper has been 

nominated several times as being one of the most complete newspapers in the world, in terms of 

information. (ibid). As part of the media group called Grupo Estado, the newspaper has as mission 

to spread and defend democratic principles, freedom of speech, the advance of free initiative and 

justice fighting to provide the right information (Grupo Estado, 2017).  

 

Regarding the journal’s political position, O Estado de São Paulo affirms to stay away from 

political- party activities, however, considering the media’s role of spreading information, the 

newspaper argues that it will continue to provide news and opinion articles that can enlighten the 

public opinion about determined events and facts (Grupo Estado, 2017). In 1964, Estadão 

supported the military coup, arguing that the former president João Goulart did not have the 

capacity to govern the country but claiming that the military intervention should be provisional. 

When the military government became radicalized and stronger, the newspaper reconsidered its 

support and opposed to the government. During this time, the journal suffered several years of 

censorship. In a recent case, during the 2010 presidential election where Dilma Rousseff ran for 

the presidential position for the first time, O Estado de São Paulo released an article called “The 

evil to avoid” (Estadão, 2010) where it stated the newspaper’ support for the opposition candidate, 

José Serra, arguing that among other factors, Serra had the best strategy to prevent the country of 

a break down (Carvalho, 2013: 2).  

 

Considering that Folha and Estadão were created with opposing editorial positions, the obvious 

thing to say is that if Folha is considered progressive - in Shahin et al (2016) terms- then Estadão 

should be considered conservative. Although the analogy is correct, in this particular case, the 

study considered Estadão to be a progressive news. That is because the newspaper had already, 

clearly and publicly, positioned itself against president Dilma Rousseff in the 2010 elections. 

Therefore, Estadão is also more likely to go against protest paradigm when it comes to “Pro 

Impeachment” articles, employing marginalization devices on a lesser extent.  
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7. The impeachment process and the study’s timeframe 

Considering that the impeachment process lasted for 9 months, the study will focus on selected 

relevant dates during this period in order to narrow down the data sample. Taking into 

consideration the impeachment time-frame and a pilot observation on the selected newspapers3, 9 

significant dates between December, 2015 and August, 2016, were chosen for this study. The 

selection of such dates was conducted by constructing a timeline of the impeachment process in 

order to visualize the key episodes within this period. The timeline was constructed by gathering 

the most important episodes within the impeachment process according to the Brazilian media 

itself. That is, the Brazilian news media was not only the object of this study but also the source 

used to construct the impeachment’s and the protests’ timeline. In order to decide which protest 

dates to look into, news media was the best source of information, at least for the moment. 

Considering that the case studied is very recent, there was no proper research or academic work 

done that said what happened in fact and when it happened. Moreover, the study considered 

important the dates that are essential to be able to understand how the process unfolded. 

 

Considering the large amount of dates in which protests took place, and in order to narrow down 

the amount of articles to be analysed, the study will focus on the dates where both newspapers 

covered a protest with two or more articles. The publication of two or more articles regarding the 

same protest was seen as an indication that the referred protest was considered important, and 

consequently, relevant to the study. This selection resulted in the following 9 specific dates: 13th 

of December, 2015; 13th of March, 2016; 16th of March, 2016; 17th of March, 2016; 18th of 

March, 2016; 31st of March, 2016; 16th of April, 2016; 17th of April, 2016 and 10th of May, 2016. 

The link between these dates and the corresponding events in the impeachment process is explained 

below.  

 

Protest dates selected: 

                                                 
3 The pilot observation consisted in the examination of all material that appeared by searching the word 

“manifestação” (demonstration) in the websites of Folha and Estadão. The observation was the first step of the analysis 

in order to see if the study would actually succeed.  
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13th of December, 2015 

Reflex of the impeachment process 

acceptancy, by Deputy Eduardo Cunha. 

Organizations supporting the president’s 

impeachment agreed on having the protests 

always on the 13th day of the month.  

13th of March, 2016 

This time protests were triggered by the 

whistle-blowing of an investigated senator 

who included president Dilma Rousseff and 

former president Lula in his accusation 

statement. Moreover, a few days earlier, the 

federal police trespassed Lula’s apartment 

and took him to the police station so that he 

could testify about the accusations towards 

him in the Car Wash investigation. 

16th of March, 2016 

17th of March, 2016 

These dates are reflex of the release of an 

audio between president Dilma Rousseff and 

former president Lula on the 16th March, 

2016. Judge Sergio Moro (leader of the Car 

Wash investigation) overturned secrecy and 

the audio was broadcasted by TV Globo on 

their most popular TV news – Jornal 

Nacional. In the audio, a conversation 

between the former president and the 

president imply that the president would 

nominate Lula for a governmental position if 

he turned out to be investigated on the Car 

Wash operation.  In addition, on the same 

day, president Dilma Rousseff nominated 
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Lula for the Chancellor of the Exchequer 

position. Two things can be said in this 

episode: first, the act of Judge Sergio Moro 

was seen as an ilegal act by many and 

second, Lula’s position in the government 

would provide him political protection. 

18th of March, 2016 

The 18th of March is a reflex of the audio 

released by Moro, which implied that Dilma 

Rousseff and Lula were trying to obstruct the 

Car Wash investigations. Moreover, this 

protest can also be seen as a counter-protest 

for the “Pro Impeachment” protest that 

happened on the 13th of March 

31st of March, 2016 
Reflex of the start of the impeachment 

process.  

16th of April, 2016 
Beggining of the impeachment voting in the 

Chamber of Deputies.  

17th of April, 2016 
Results of the voting: impeachment process 

moves on to the next fase.  

10th of May, 2016 

Reflex of May 6th, 2016 – Senate approves 

the report which favours the removal process 

of president Dilma Rousseff.  

 

 

Search criteria (keywords) 

After selecting the time-frame, a collection of relevant articles within this time- sample was the 

next step. The material used in this study was selected in the first place by searching the term 

“manifestação” (demonstration) in each newspaper’s website. This search resulted in a large 
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amount of articles – around 800, many of which did not relate to the impeachment process or refer 

to a specific protest or demonstration. To refine the selection, additional keywords were applied. 

Thus, to be selected, each article should present the keywords “manifestação” (demonstration), 

“manifestantes (demonstrators), “protesto” (protest) or “ato” (rallies) in the headline, as well as the 

word “impeachment” in the headlines, sub-headlines or abstracts presented in the websites (see 

screenshots below for examples).  

 

It is important to state that the discourse adopted by the Brazilian media to refer to the protests did 

not employ the terms “Against Impeachment” or “Pro Impeachment” only. Demonstrations were 

also presented as “Against / Pro Dilma Rousseff”; “Against / Pro Government” or “Against / Pro 

PT (Worker’s Party)”. Therefore, whenever quotes such as “protests against/ pro Dilma Rousseff”, 

“protests against/ pro Government” or “protests against/ pro PT” appeared in the headlines, sub-

headlines or abstracts, the article was considered relevant for the study. The selection corresponds 

to articles covering the protests that happened during the impeachment process. 

Examples of selected articles and how they were presented in the websites:   

 

1. O Estado de São Paulo:  
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2. Folha de São Paulo:   

 

 

The search resulted in 49 articles from Folha de São Paulo and 42 from O Estado de São Paulo. 

The selection excluded TV news reports, opinion articles, photo articles and articles written by the 

audience (O Estado de São Paulo has a section called “Você no Estadão”, i.e. You in Estadao, for 

example).  

 

Sampling criteria 

Quantitative sample (for CA) 

It is important to establish that the amount of data was selected through a non- probability sample, 

which makes this a non- representative and sensitive data. According to Drisko and Maschi`s 

definition, “nonprobability samples do not insure equal probability of selection but emphasize 

inclusion of content that is known to be representative, maximally different, or unique” (2015: 39). 

That is, specific articles, which represented the protests about the impeachment in the determined 

time-frame, were chosen. Moreover, nonprobability sample can`t provide the studies with 

generalization about larger populations, since other articles and other protest’ dates were not taken 

into consideration when selecting the material for the study.  
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8. Methodology  

The media coverage of protests and the theoretical framework of the protest paradigm have been 

the object of study in many previous research projects (see Dardis, 2006; Lee, 2014 McLeod and 

Hertog, 1998, etc). Although different approaches have been used in the study of protest, CA is 

still the most commonly used methodology (Lee, 2014: 2320). This study follows the literature 

and employs quantitative CA as a first step, in order to answer the first research question: “Which 

are the main marginalization devices employed in the coverage of the protests in Brazil on the 

national media?”. The descriptive and selective features of CA support and facilitate the 

identification of marginalization devices employed by the Brazilian news media. Moreover, 

another important aspect of the research is to analyse how the “Against Impeachment” and “Pro 

Impeachment” protests and protesters were represented in the texts, by answering the second 

research question: “How are the different protests, "Against Impeachment" and "Pro 

Impeachment", presented in the articles?”. For this, the findings raised by CA were not sufficient 

and CDA, as a qualitative approach, was added to the analysis in order to be able to obtain in-depth 

results about media texts and the meanings embedded in it.   

  

 

8.1 Content Analysis (CA) 

As argued by Lee, “substantial body of literature employs CA to examine media coverage of many 

protests” (2014: 2320). The methodology “sheds light on broad patterns of protest coverage and 

allows a more systematic testing of hypotheses about the factor influencing news coverage” (ibid). 

CA can be seen as a message- centred methodology, where the focus of the research is on the 

textual characteristics of the material. By relying on the frequency or quantification of content that 

appears in the text, either in a manifest or literal way, CA does not require an interpretative analysis 

of the text (Drisko & Maschi, 2015) which gives an objective tone to this approach. In addition, 

the method is considered a useful approach when analysing large amounts of data, since it allows 

the quantification of the content of texts (Kirilenko & Stepchenkova 2016:1). According to Drisko 

& Maschi, “all Content Analysis is a form of data reduction” (2015: 34), that is, many texts, words 

and phrases are compressed, in a systematic fashion, into a few core categories, themes, or ideas 
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while using CA (ibid). The methodology has also a descriptive approach, since it helps identifying 

and describing the aspects or characteristics which are interesting for each specific research (

Weber, 1990 quoted in Drisko & Maschi, 2015), which in this case refers to the aspects commonly 

referred as marginalization devices. In other words, CA is a “systematic, objective, quantitative 

analysis of message characteristics” (Neuendorf, 2002:1).   

Considering that a large amount of articles had to be analysed, quantitative CA will be used as a 

first step of the research, in order to quantify, identify and categorize the articles regarding their 

use of marginalization devices and be able to answer the research question: “Which are the main 

marginalization devices used in the coverage of the protests in Brazil on the national media?”, 

while also analysing for the similarities and differences in how each newspaper covered the two 

types of protests. Following Berelson’s view, the study will use CA with the purpose to “describe 

substance characteristics of message content and describe form characteristics of message content” 

(1952 quoted in Neuendorf, 2002:52). Such measurement of the message characteristic, is made 

through the use of coding variables, or categories, which are presented in the next section.   

  

 

8.1.1 Coding Scheme  

The first step of the coding procedure will draw on a broader categorization of the articles, taking 

into consideration (a) source: Folha de Sao Paulo or O Estado de Sao Paulo; (b) date of 

publication; (c) headline of the article; (d) Protest: Against Impeachment protest/ Pro 

Impeachment protest.  

 

A B C D 

Source Date of Publication Headline of the article Protest 

 

As said previously, the discourse employed in the media to refer to the protests that happened 

during the impeachment process didn’t only consider the “Against/ Pro Impeachment” protests 

classification. The newspapers also included other classifications such as “Against/ Pro Dilma 
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Rousseff” protests; “Against/Pro Government” protests or “Against/ Pro PT” protests, which also 

needed to be taken into consideration while coding for “Protest”. In order to simplify the coding 

two broad categories including these variations were created. The first one is the “Against 

Impeachment” category which also included the “Pro Dilma Rousseff”, “Pro Government” and 

“Pro PT” protests classification. The second category, “Pro Impeachment” protests, included the 

“Against Dilma Rousseff”, “Against Government” and “Against PT” protests. This first step of the 

coding will be made in order to facilitate the comparison between newspapers and protests as well 

as to facilitate the identification of the articles which will be further selected for the qualitative 

method.  

 

This study also relies on pre- determined categories designed in previous literature by Shahin et al 

(2016), McLeod and Hertog (1998), McLeod et al (1999), McFarlane and Hay (2003) and Dardis 

(2006) (presented in the Literature Review section as “marginalization devices”). The following 

marginalization devices will be taken into consideration: (1) Cause; (2) Quotation of Statements 

from Other Sources or Reliance on Official Sources; (3) Carnival; (4) Inclusion of Protester’s 

Voice; (5) General Lawlessness and (6) Police Confrontation. (see Appendix 2 for the Coding 

Book). For each marginalization device coded, the study will check for inclusion or absence of it 

in the articles analysed4.  

  

8.2 Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) 

After using CA to answer the first research question about the main marginalization devices 

employed by Brazilian news, there was the need to consider that CA could only provide the study 

with a simplified perspective about protest’s representations. In order to answer the research 

question “How are the different protests, "Against Impeachment" and "Pro Impeachment", 

presented in the articles?”, the findings raised by CA had to be complemented by another 

methodology which could provide more in-depth results.  

                                                 
4 Categories such as: Protest Classification, Cause Classification, Official Source protesting and Quotations 

(see coding sheet) were included in the coding process in case they would appear in a relevant way, however they 

were not relevant and therefore not included in the coding scheme section. 
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Considering that power relations are discursively constructed, that is, “power is transmitted and 

practised through discourse” (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 4) and arguing that representations, in this 

case of protesters and protest events, are a form of power practice constructed in the media texts, 

the study will count on CDA. This method will provide an in-depth and qualitative approach of 

the articles in order to analyse the way in which “Pro Impeachment” and “Against Impeachment” 

protests are discursively represented in the texts. This analysis will provide support to understand 

“the ways in which power relations are encoded in texts and how texts exert power over us and in 

society” (Gillespie & Toynbee, 2006: 2). This idea refers to the fact that media texts can reinforce 

meanings and values that support dominant power relations, as for example, by constructing 

stereotypical messages or reinforcing inequality through discourse (ibid). Therefore, the way 

protests and protesters are represented in the text, and more specifically, the way differences 

between the “Pro” and “Against” impeachment protests are presented can illustrate the existence 

of power relations raised by the media.  

 

While CA only allows a limited analysis of the manifest meaning of the text, which refers to “what 

is literally present in a communication” (Drisko & Maschi, 2015: 4), CDA will provide a deeper 

analysis of the latent meaning of the text, which refers to the “symbolism underlying physically 

present data” (Berg, 2008 quoted in Drisko & Maschi, 2015: 4). That is, the content which is 

implicit or implied in the text, and that can only be understood if combined with contextual 

elements (Drisko & Maschi, 2015: 4).  CDA was selected to analyse media language because of 

its critical view over language and how it is used socially (Gillespie & Toynbee, 2006: 122). 

According to Fairclough, a social theorist and founder of this method, language is analysed in 

detail but always in connection to the social and cultural spheres in which the text is embedded 

(ibid). By applying CDA, the study of media texts avoids the narrowness of text-only-analysis 

(Philo, 2007), and increases the need to examine texts in relation to their context (see Riesigl & 

Wodak, 2001). Hence, adding on the findings raised by CA and in order to reach an in-depth 

analysis of the selected articles, understanding how protesters and the different protest events were 

represented in the national news media, CDA will be the second methodology in this study.    
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8.2.1 CDA Approach 

Methodological Approach:  

Critical Discourse studies school (CDS) rely on several researches and researchers with different 

theoretical background, different data and methodologies in their studies (Wodak and Meyer 2009: 

5). However, they all drawn their studies on this essential steps: “first a descriptive analysis of 

what has been said in the text and what the text is about” (Gillespie and Toynbee, 2006: 129). This 

first part refers to the description of main topic, who wrote the text, in which newspaper, how long 

is it, how many pictures, title and subtitle for example. After that, “connections between those 

descriptive features, or “micro” (small- scale) uses of language, and much broader “macro” 

questions concerning the arrangements of authority and power in society” are raised for discussion 

(Gillespie and Toynbee, 2006: 129). Hence, this study follows such steps in order to analyze the 

articles selected for CDA. In addition, Fairclough’s work is also taken into consideration in the 

use of the methodology, since his work is the foundation of many other researches. According to 

Fairclough, CDA must follow a three-dimensional framework where text, discourse and 

sociocultural practice as well as the relationships between them should be analyzed (Fairclough, 

1993: 146). Moreover, each of these dimensions should be analyzed differently: first, text and its 

linguistics characteristics will be described, then the discourse intertextuality will be interpreted 

and finally, sociocultural practice will be explained by referring to connections with the social and 

cultural context in which the article is embedded (Fairclough, 1995: 61). Further, it is important to 

state that “description, interpretation and explanation should be kept apart, in order to enable 

transparency and retroductability of the respective analysis” (Wodak and Meyer, 2009: 22).  

 

Sampling Criteria  

Qualitative sample (for CDA):  

For an in-depth approach, CDA relied on the analysis of 8 articles. In each newspaper 4 articles 

were selected considering two from “Pro Impeachment” protests and two from “Against 

Impeachment” protests. The articles were selected considering that they belonged to one of the 

dates when the highest number of articles about the protests was published. In each date one article 
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from each newspaper was randomly selected. That is, articles were selected in a way that ensures 

equal probability of selection among the material. This led to articles from the dates when Brazilian 

newspapers covered the protests the most, which are: 13th December 2015; 13th March 2016; 18th 

March, 2016 and 31st March 2016. With CDA the study will be able to compare protests’ 

representations between newspapers and complement the findings raised by CA. Moreover, CDA 

will contribute with a comprehensive analysis about the media representation regarding “Pro” and 

“Against” impeachment protest events.  

 

  

9. Validity and reliability 

Validation is the demonstration of evidence and in both qualitative and quantitative research the 

process of operationalization is crucial for the validity (Wodak and Meyer, 2009: 16). In CA, a 

study is valid if it actually measures what it claims to measure and if there are no logical errors in 

drawing conclusions from the data. The measures in CA, are usually researcher-generated coded 

categories (Drisko and Maschi, 2015: 46). In CDA, validity relies on the justification of: “what are 

the units of analysis, what are the units of inquiry (group meetings, interviews, newspapers) and 

which variables are collected by means of which methods” (Wodak and Meyer, 2009: 16). 

Moreover, reliability addresses the question of whether different researchers categorize the data in 

the same way (Drisko and Maschi, 2015: 47). According to Popping, “the purpose of reliability 

assessment is to assure that a data-generating process can be replicated elsewhere, by other 

investigators, using the same coding instructions and the same text but different raters” (2010: 

1067 quoted in Drisko and Maschi, 2015: 47). The use of a mix of quantitative and qualitative 

methods was intended to ensure the validity of the findings by comparing the results generated 

through each of them.  

 

A suitable CA must be based on a systematic approach. That is, it needs to be clearly described to 

the reader and it must allow replication by other researchers. As Krippendorff suggests, 

subjectivity can be traced in the CA as well because texts are not objective, have no single meaning 

and depend on the qualities of the reader (2004: 22). Reliability can, therefore, be ensured only by 
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applying a coding procedure that includes clear definitions - without reliability, CA measures are 

meaningless (Neuendorf, 2002:12). In this sense, a codebook was created for analysis, where each 

category is clearly explained and where each limitation is clearly defined (see Appendix 2). 

 

CDA has, in contrast, the strength to allow an in- depth analysis of the material rather than a 

descriptive one. This gives an interpretive characteristic to the method which relies on the 

researcher values and perspective, and therefore, his/her subjectivity. Although subjectivity is one 

feature of qualitative methods, and considering that CDA is a qualitative method, “the validity and 

reliability of the results are tested against quotations from the analysed material” (Carvalho & 

Burgess, 2005 and Olausson, 2009 quoted in Abalo, 2012: 110).  

 

10. Limitations 

The methods employed in this study pose limitations that can impact the results. Regarding CA, 

the non-probability sample brings limitations in terms of not being able to make formal 

generalizations about larger populations (Drisko and Maschi, 2015: 40). In addition, this specific 

case brings a limitation regarding the dates selected within the impeachment timeframe. Two of 

the dates considered in the study consists almost exclusively of coverage about “Pro Impeachment” 

protests (see Results on section 11 for more detail). Moreover, CA is seen by many as reductionist 

and simplistic, lacking on tools to explore the in-depth of a message. According to Neuendorf, CA 

itself can only describe message characteristics or identify relationships among message 

characteristics (2002: 53). An important fact to be considered in this specific study was the 

impossibility to rely on inter-coder reliability, because of language limitations. Both coding and 

CDA were performed on articles written in Portuguese. For CDA, limitations are fewer although 

not less important. In this case, generalizations of the findings are also limited, since the 

methodology was carried out only on a small sample. Further, although less articles were used in 

this analysis, CDA turned out to be very time-consuming and findings were more difficult to 

unfold.   
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General limitations:  

The study also counts with limitations which are not related to the methodologies. First, it must be 

considered that the study approaches a very recent case, which restricted the reliance on previous 

researches and findings but also restricted the sources of information in which the study could rely 

on. The lack of previous researches forced the study to have as main source the media itself.  

Second, and most important, there were limitations regarding subjectivity. I am Brazilian and in 

some way I understand this case more deeply which might mean that I do not explain it well enough 

or detailed enough to the reader. This limitation also implies that it is difficult not to take a political 

stand towards Brazilian news and the impeachment process, and so, I must to keep watch on my 

own analysis and interpretations to make sure there is nothing interfering on the actual results.  

 

  

11. Results and Discussion  

This chapter will be divided into two parts in order to facilitate the presentation of the results. The 

first part will present the findings regarding the first research question “Which are the main 

marginalization devices used in the coverage of the protests in Brazil on the national media?”. The 

second part will present the results regarding the second research question: “How are the different 

protests, "Against Impeachment" and "Pro Impeachment", presented in the articles?”. Each section 

will also provide comparisons between each newspaper as well as each protest. These comparisons 

can bring knowledge regarding to which extent the newspapers covered the protests for or against 

ousting president Dilma Rousseff from her position, and to which extent the marginalization 

devices appeared in the articles. Moreover, comparisons and analysis between newspapers can also 

bring knowledge regarding whether Folha and/or Estadão showed a position for or against the 

impeachment themselves.   

  

 

11.1 Marginalization Devices Results  

The first part of the study counted on the analysis and coding of a total of 91 articles: 42 from 

Estadao, and 49 from Folha. The first step of the empirical research raised findings regarding how 
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much of the coverage in each newspaper was “Pro” or “Against” the impeachment process. 

Moreover, studying this material allowed to draw conclusions regarding the most employed 

marginalization devices in the Brazilian press when covering the impeachment protests. Although 

CA only provides a descriptive analysis of message characteristics, the approach raised important 

results regarding the employment of the protest paradigm in the coverage of the protests for or 

against ousting president Dilma Rousseff from her position. Results showed that both newspapers 

devoted more space of the coverage to “Pro Impeachment” protests; that Carnival and Quotation 

from Other Sources were the most employed marginalization devices in both newspapers and 

Estadão used those devices more often than Folha.  

 

Regarding the number of articles, 42 were selected from O Estado de São Paulo while 49 articles 

were selected from Folha de São Paulo. Although the difference is not critical, the main reason 

why less material was selected from Estadão was that many of its articles were in the “Você no 

Estadão” section, where videos and/or pictures made by readers are sent to journalists and 

published in the newspaper.  However, the study did not analyse articles concerning those articles, 

since the interest was in investigating the newspaper’s news production, and not the audience’s 

news production. Estadão also published more opinion articles than Folha during the timeframe 

considered in the study. These were also excluded from the selection, because the study’s focus 

was on what is historically considered to be the “standard news” or overall coverage, while opinion 

articles are where newspapers tend to take a stand.  

 

 Folha Estadão Total 

Number of articles 49 articles 42 articles 91 articles  

 

Coverage 

The CA results shows that the two Brazilian newspapers studied published more articles about 

“Pro Impeachment” protests than about “Against Impeachment” protests:  65% of the total articles 

analysed covered protests supporting the outing of Dilma Rousseff. It is important to establish that 
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two dates considered in this study’s time-frame, 13th December/2015 and 13th March/2016, 

concerned almost exclusively the coverage of “Pro Impeachment” protests, which might be the 

reason why this type of protest had more articles about it. On those dates, the coverage of “Pro 

Impeachment” protests was big; on the other hand, the coverage of “Against Impeachment” 

protests is almost non-existent. Based on the information available, it is hard to tell whether this 

happened because protests against the president’s impeachment did not happen, or if the 

newspapers barely covered them. Not only that, but the protest on the 13th of March, 2016 was 

considered the biggest political protest to take place in Brazil since the 1984 Diretas Já movement, 

when people went to the streets to ask for the end of the military dictatorship (see section 6.1 for 

more information). In addition, it is interesting to see that both newspapers had the same amount 

of articles covering protests “Against Impeachment”. The tables below present the percentage of 

articles covering the different protests in each newspaper.  

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Percentage of articles about 

each protest in Estadão (N total = 42)  
Table 2: Percentage of articles about 

each protest in Folha (N total = 49)  
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Main Marginalization Devices in General  

Regarding Cause, CA shows that 98% out of 91 articles included references the protests’ causes. 

According to the analysis, only two articles, one 

“Pro Impeachment” protest article by Folha and 

one “Against Impeachment” protest article by 

Estadão, did not include any reference to Cause. 

It is important to establish that although Cause 

was not employed in only two of the 91 articles, 

the references to protesters’ cause presented by the 

newspapers were to some extent superficial. Most 

of the articles included quotes such as “protesting against the impeachment of the president” or 

“protesting to support the Impeachment process” when talking about cause and did not make 

references to why protesters were against or supportive of the impeachment. However, such quotes 

were included in the Cause category because they refer, even though in a general and simplistic 

way, to the main reason to why protesters were protesting. 

 

Regarding the main marginalization devices, Carnival and Quotation from Other Sources were the 

most common ones employed by these Brazilian newspapers media. According to the CA, 

Carnival appeared in 73% of the articles while Quotation from Other Sources appeared in 44% of 

the articles considering articles from both newspapers. Carnival, as previously explained, refers to 

the portrait of protesters as performing in some type of production or spectacle (Dardis, 2006: 120), 

which can be highlighted by the mention of celebrities and dignitaries at protest events (ibid). The 

mention of celebrities, politicians, church members and/or dignitaries appeared in 28 articles and 

so they were included in the Carnival category. Additionally, quotes such as “presence of sound 

cars” (as in Carnaval parties), “distribution of pixulecos” (toy figure presenting the former 

president Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva and the current president Dilma Rousseff wearing prison 

uniforms), “watch the impeachment voting on big screens on the streets” (as in a football game), 

“prays before the protests” (as in a religious piece), “singing the national anthem” were also 

considered in the Carnival category, since it presents protests as a kind of performance. When it 

comes to Quotation from Other Sources, direct quotes from sources other than protesters were 

98%

2%

Inclusion of Cause

Included

Not Included

Table 3: Percentage of Cause in both newspapers (N total=91)
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taken into consideration. Police, administration, politicians, experts, business man, street traders, 

traffic officials, etc were included in this category. Many politicians participated in the protest 

events as protesters. However, the analysis of the texts shows that such sources were quoted 

specifically to provide credibility to the article. Therefore, considering that journalists rely heavily 

on quoting other sources to add prestige and credibility to a story (McLeod & Hertog, 1998 quoted 

in McLeod et al, 1999), politicians in the protest events were included in the Quotation from Other 

Sources category other than in the Protester’s Voice category. Here it must be clarified that when 

celebrities, politicians, dignitaries or sources other than protesters were directly quoted in the 

articles they were included as Quotation from Other Sources. When such they were just mentioned 

then they were included in the Carnival category (see Appendix 2 for more detail). Further, is 

important to establish that  although Quotation from Other Sources was one of the most employed 

marginalization devices in both newspapers, results from CA also shows that protesters were 

quoted in many articles. The category Inclusion of Protester’s Voice, which coded for quotations 

of protesters, shows that protesters were quoted in half of the articles and that more than 60% of 

those articles counted exclusively of Protester’s Voice. The coding of both categories allowed the 

study to compare whether Protester`s Voice was juxtaposed or not to Official Sources when both 

devices appeared in the same article. Such results consequently impact in the protest paradigm 

theory. While quoting sources other than protesters supports the protest paradigm, the Inclusion of 

Protester’s Voice provides credibility to the protesters (and consequently to the protest) and so 

goes against the paradigm.  

 

 

        Table 4: Percentage of the most employed Marginalization Devices concerning both newspapers (N total =91) 

 

73%

44%
51%

Carnival Quotation from
Other Sources

Protester`s voice

Main Marginalization Devices  
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There are indeed differences between the presence of such devices when it comes to the different 

newspapers and protests, and they will be discussed below. The differences regarding each 

newspaper as well as each protest are an important feature to be analysed since they bring 

knowledge regarding to which extent the newspapers covered the protests for or against ousting 

president Dilma Rousseff from her position, and to which extent the marginalization devices 

appeared in the articles. Comparisons and analysis between newspapers can also expose whether 

Folha and/or Estadão showed a position for or against the impeachment themselves.   

 

Marginalization devices in Folha  

 

Folha presented more “Pro Impeachment” protest articles than “Against Impeachment” protest 

articles in their coverage. The analysis shows that 67% of all the articles in Folha were about the 

protests which supported the ousting of president Dilma Rousseff, while only 33% referred to the 

ones against the ousting of the president.  

 

       Table 5: Percentage of articles about each protest in Folha newspaper (N total =49) 

 

Regarding Cause, Folha employed this device in 98% of their articles. As said before, the 

newspapers presented in a rather superficial way the reasons why protesters were protesting, and 

with Folha was not different. The newspaper used quotes such as “In support of president Dilma”; 

“Demonstrations pro impeachment”; “Against the government”; etc in most of the articles to 

present the causes of protests. Further, a comparison between protests regarding the use of Cause 

shows even results: all articles about “Against Impeachment” protests were categorized as 

38%

62%

Protest Coverage in Folha

Against
Impeachment

Pro
Impeachment
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employing the Cause device in comparison to 97% articles that employed the Cause device when 

covering “Pro Impeachment” protests in Folha newspaper (see Appendix 3 – Tables 19 and 20).  

 

When it comes the main marginalization devices employed by newspapers – Carnival and 

Quotation from Other Sources – Folha presents a surprisingly high number of articles which have 

such devices. Regarding Carnival, Folha employed this device in 35 articles which represents 71% 

of the total. In addition, the newspaper employed the Carnival device more in articles about 

“Against Impeachment” protests than in articles about “Pro Impeachment” protests: 75% and 69% 

respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further, Quotation from Other Sources appears in 33% of Folha’s articles. The newspaper 

employed Quotation from Other Sources more in “Pro Impeachment” articles than in “Against 

Impeachment” articles. Results show that articles about protests supporting the impeachment of 

the president  

presented this device twice more than in articles about protests against the impeachment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

69%

75%

Pro Impeachment Against Impeachment

Carnival Device by Protest -
Folha

71%

29%

Carnival Device - Folha

Included Not Included

Table 6: Percentage of Carnival Marginalization de-

vice by Protest in Folha (N total =49) 

Table 7: Percentage of Inclusion of Carnival Margin-

alization device in Folha (N total =49) 
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As said before, the study also added a category which coded for the inclusion of protesters’ voice, 

in order to compare and verify whether quotations from protesters appear as juxtaposed or not to 

official sources. Regarding this category, Folha included protesters’ voice in more than half of the 

articles. Moreover, only 23% of Folha’s articles included both sources together, while almost 80% 

were devoted exclusively to protesters quotes. Results also show that Folha quoted protesters more 

in “Pro Impeachment” protest articles than in “Against Impeachment” protest articles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recapitulating: Folha covered “Pro Impeachment” protests more than “Against Impeachment” 

protests; Cause was presented in 97% of the articles about “Pro Impeachment” protests while 

“Against Impeachment” protests presented Cause in all articles. In total Folha employed Cause in 

98% of the articles. Carnival was the most employed device in the newspaper: 69% in “Pro 

Impeachment” articles and 75% in “Against Impeachment” articles, representing 71% of the total 

Table 8: Percentage of Quotation from Other Sources 

Marginalization device by Protest in Folha (N total 

=49) 

Table 9: Percentage of Inclusion of Quotation from 

Other Sources Marginalization device in Folha  

(N total =49) 

39%

18%

Pro Impeachment Against Impeachment

Quotation from Other Sources Device 
by Protest - Folha

33%

67%

Quotation from Other Sources -
Folha

Included Not Included

Table 10: Percentage of Inclusion of Protester’s voice 

by Protest in Folha (N total =49) 

Table 11: Percentage of Inclusion of Protester’s voice 

in Folha (N total =49) 

57%

43%

Pro Impeachment Against Impeachment

Inclusion of Protester's voice by 
Protest - Folha

53%
47%

Inclusion of Protester's voice -
Folha

Included Not Included
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of articles. Further, when it comes to Quotation from Other Sources, Folha employed this device 

in 39% of “Pro Impeachment” articles and 18% in “Against Impeachment” articles, resulting in a 

total of 33% of articles in Folha presenting this device. Finally, Protester’s Voice was included in 

57% of “Pro Impeachment” articles and 43% of “Against Impeachment” articles, which represents 

53% of Folha’s articles.  

 

Marginalization devices in Estadão 

The results concerning Estadão newspaper follows somewhat Folha’s example. According to the 

CA, Estadão also devoted more space in their coverage to articles regarding “Pro Impeachment” 

protests. Numbers show that 62% of the articles selected for this study refer to protests supporting 

the impeachment in comparison to 38% about protests against the president’s impeachment.  

 

 

   Table 12: Percentage of articles about each protest in Estadão newspaper (N total =42) 

 

Regarding Cause, Estadão employed this category in 98% of the articles, same results as in Folha 

newspaper. The use of superficial references to protesters’ cause also applies to the newspaper. 

Moreover, CA results shows that all “Pro Impeachment” articles presented this device while in 

“Against Impeachment” articles the device was seen in 93% of the articles (see Appendix 3 – 

Tables 21 and 22). 

Carnival device appeared in 74% of the articles from Estadão while Quotation from Other Sources 

appeared in 57%.  Comparison of the two types of protests shows that the newspaper follows 

Folha’s results and the employment of this device happens more in “Against Impeachment” 

38%

62%

Estadão

Protest Coverage in Estadão

Against
Impeachment

Pro Impeachment
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articles. The table below presents the percentages regarding use of Carnival device in “Pro 

Impeachment” protest articles and “Against Impeachment” protest articles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results concerning Quotation from Other Sources show that more than half of Estadão’s articles 

included this device in the texts covering the impeachment protests. Further, “Pro Impeachment” 

protest articles were also the ones where Quotation from Other Sources appeared the most, 

although the difference is minimum. 56% of the articles related to “Against Impeachment” protests 

presented this device, compared to 57% of the articles related to “Pro Impeachment” protests. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Table 13: Percentage of Carnival Marginalization de-

vice by Protest in Estadão (N total =42) 

Table 14: Percentage of Inclusion of Carnival Mar-

ginalization device in Estadão (N total =42) 

73%

75%

Pro Impeachment Against Impeachment

Carnival Device by Protest -
Estadão

74%

26%

Carnival Device - Estadão

Included Not Included

Table 15: Percentage of Quotation from Other 

Sources Marginalization device by Protest in Estadão 

(N total =42) 

Table 16: Percentage of Inclusion of Quotation from 

Other Sources Marginalization device in Estadão 

 (N total =42) 

57%

56%

Pro Impeachment Against Impeachment

Quotation from Other Sources 
Device by Protest - Estadão

57%
43%

Quotation from Other Sources 
Device - Estadão

Included Not Included
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Finally, inclusion of protesters’ voice category shows that in Estadão 45% of the articles contained 

quotes from protesters. Out of this total, only 19% of the articles contained exclusively protesters 

quotes, while 26% juxtaposed protesters’ voice with quotes from official or other sources. 

Moreover, differently from Folha newspaper, Estadão quoted protesters more in “Against 

Impeachment” articles than in “Pro Impeachment” articles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Concluding: Estadão also devoted more coverage to “Pro Impeachment” protests. Regarding 

Cause, the newspaper employed this device in all the “Pro Impeachment” articles and in 93% of 

“Against Impeachment” articles, resulting in 98% of the total of articles in Estadão. Moreover, 

Carnival device was presented in 73% of “Pro Impeachment” articles and in 75% of “Against 

Impeachment” articles, which represents 74% of articles in total. When it comes to Quotation from 

Other Sources, Estadão employed this device in 57% of “Pro Impeachment” articles and 56% of 

“Against Impeachment” articles, hence 57% of all articles presented this device. Finally, Inclusion 

of Protester’s Voice appeared in 38% of “Pro Impeachment” articles and 62% of “Against 

Impeachment” articles, resulting in 45% of the total.  

 

Discussion  

Overall, what becomes apparent after this first stage of the analysis is that both newspapers devoted 

more space for articles related to “Pro Impeachment” protests than to the ones related to “Against 

Impeachment” protests. Articles concerning protests supporting Dilma Rousseff’s impeachment, 

Table 17: Percentage of Inclusion of Protester’s voice 

by Protest in Estadão (N total =42) 

Table 18: Percentage of Inclusion Protester’s voice in 

Estadão (N total =42) 

38%

62%

Pro Impeachment Against Impeachment

Inclusion of Protester's voice by 
Protest - Estadão

45%
55%

Inclusion of Protester's voice -
Estadão

Included Not Included
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in both newspapers, represent more than half of the coverage. This may be explained by the fact 

that one of the protest events supporting the president’s impeachment was considered the biggest 

political protest that happened in Brazil since 1984, which consequently generated media attention 

and more coverage. Another reason might be the selection of dates for this study’s time-frame, in 

which two dates consisted almost exclusively of coverages about “Pro Impeachment” protests. 

Results show that Estadão employed the Carnival device more than Folha newspaper. Moreover, 

the use of the Carnival device was similar in both newspapers for both types of protests. CA 

showed that “Against Impeachment” protests were the ones where this device was mostly 

employed in Folha and Estadão. When it comes to the use of Quotation from Other Sources device, 

articles from Estadão quoted more other sources than Folha newspaper. Regarding different 

protests, “Pro Impeachment” protest articles were also the ones where these marginalization device 

were the most employed. This result is consequence of the fact that celebrities, politicians and 

other sources were quoted by journalists more times in “Pro Impeachment” protests. Concerning 

inclusion of protesters’ voice, results from CA show that Folha quoted protesters more than 

Estadão. Regarding the different protests, protesters were quoted more times in “Against 

Impeachment” protest articles, while in “Pro Impeachment” protest articles other sources were 

quoted more times. 

Summarizing, the results from CA shows that there are differences and similarities between both 

newspapers. Regarding similarities, both newspapers covered more “Pro Impeachment” protests 

in their newsletters, during the time-frame studied. When it comes to differences, it is clear that 

Estadão newspaper employed more marginalization devices than Folha newspaper. Both Carnival 

and Quotation from Other Sources appeared more in the articles from Estadão than in the articles 

from Folha. Moreover, another finding shows that differently from Estadão, the articles from 

Folha were the ones where protesters were quoted more times. Further, CA also shows differences 

and similarities between protests. Although “Pro Impeachment” articles were covered more by 

both newspapers, these protest events were also the one where Quotation from Other Sources 

appeared the most. Further, Carnival was mostly employed in “Against Impeachment” articles; 

however, such articles also included more protesters quotations in their coverage.  
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Finally, it is important to compare those findings with previous studies. In Shahin et al work, which 

focuses on non-Western countries, as Brazil, Cause was also mentioned in most of the newspaper 

articles analyzed (2016: 153). Moreover, while the previous study shows that marginalization 

devices that try to ridicule protesters are used infrequently (ibid), this study shows the contrary, 

since Carnival (here seen as the device that portraits the protesters as performers) is the most 

employed device. Also, the study conducted by Shahin et al considers that Folha was more likely 

to follow the protest paradigm (2016: 154). In this case however, Estadão was the newspaper that 

overall followed more the paradigm. Further, in Shahin et al, two- thirds of the stories mentioned 

violence (2016: 153). Here, violence is placed under General Lawlessness and/or Police 

Confrontation, and in this case both devices are not so commonly employed by the newspapers 

(see tables 23 and 24, Appendix 3).  

 

11.2 Protest Representation Results 

CA findings provided answers regarding the main marginalization devices employed by the 

Brazilian news media. A comprehensive analysis of the characteristics of protest representation 

will be possible with the approach of CDA for the selected articles. The most relevant findings 

will be discussed next under 3 different themes: Number as strategic use; Comparisons between 

protests and Marginalization Devices. Such themes were drawn from observations of the articles 

and refers to topics which are common in all of them. Finally, each theme will present comparisons 

regarding how each type of protest was represented taking both newspapers into account.  

 

11.2.1 Number as strategic use  

The most preeminent discourse theme observed in the coverage of the impeachment protests is the 

focus on the number of protesters in each event. All articles selected for CDA presents references 

to the number of protesters gathered in each event and the sources in which the numbers were 

taken from. In some of articles, more than half of the text is designated to references about quantity 

of protesters and how the source of the information came up with this results – or more specifically, 

their methodological approach to count participants.  
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Pro Impeachment protests 

Articles selected concerning Pro Impeachment protests referred to the 13th December, 2015 and 

13th March, 2016 dates. These dates are coincidently, the ones of highest (13th March, 2016)  and 

lowest (13th December, 2015) number of protesters’ participation – according to both newspapers. 

In Folha, articles about “Pro Impeachment” protests already refer to quantity of protesters in their 

headlines: “Demonstrations are less attended after impeachment outbreak” (Number 1, see 

Appendix 4) and “Protest in Av. Paulista is the biggest political demonstration ever recorded in 

São Paulo” (Number 2). Moreover, throughout the text numbers of how many protesters 

participated in the events are raised in several occasions. The Military Police (Polícia Militar or 

PM) was the source quoted more times in article 1, although Folha also presented numbers taken 

from their own research institute: Datafolha. According to Datafolha institute, the December’s 

event that gathered more protesters on that day happen in São Paulo where “40.3k people protested 

in Avenida Paulista” (Number 1). Although none of the sources presented in the article counted 

with an explanation about their methodological procedures, it is implicit that Datafolha institute 

provides a more trusthworthy number. That is because, the institute offers explanations in their 

website regarding how their methodology works while the Military Police do not usually report 

their methodological procedures and present different procedures according to each event. 

Regarding March’s event article (Number2), Folha presented numbers about the quantity of 

protesters in more than half of the article. Moreover, São Paulo’s event was again the one which 

gathered more protesters (“500k people according to Datafolha”) and so, illustrated most of the 

article. Concerning São Paulo’s event, the newspaper relied on sources such as Datafolha, protest’ 

organizers and PM to present the number of protesters. Although the methodological procedures 

of all sources were mentioned, only Datafolha counted on an explanation regarding how such 

procedures were conducted: “Researchers of the institute went through the avenue and mapped the 

concentration of protesters in sectors of Avenida Paulista split into quadrants. At the same time, 

the protesters were asked for how long they’d been at the demonstration” (ibid). Moreover, the 

methodological procedures from the PM were in fact discredit by Folha when they mention that 
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“Unlike the PM, Datafolha does not use aerial images to account for the number of protesters 

because they do not enable a full estimate for the different people that attended the demonstration 

throughout the afternoon” (ibid). Both quotes therefore, enforce the credibility to the information 

provided by Datafolha source.  

 

Further, Estadão’s articles also make references to the number of participants in the protest events 

already in the headlines and sub-headlines: “Demonstrations have less attendance and the opposing 

party expects to win the impeachment proceedings by March” (Number 3), “Protest in Avenida 

Paulista is the biggest one ever recorded” (Number 4) and “The Military Police (PM) estimated 

the number of protesters in the avenue to be 1.4 million” (ibid). In this case protest organizers, PM 

and Datafolha are the sources provided by the newspaper, although there is the inclusion of 

Estadão’s research institute: Estadão Dados in the article about December’s protest event (Number 

3). Regarding this article Estadão Dados is the only source in which the newspaper included their 

methodological procedures: “Based on aerial images recorded at 3:30 pm” (ibid), which provides 

credibility to the source. Moreover, the article about March’s protest (Number 4) did not include 

Estadão Dados as one of the sources and only relied on the PM, protest’ organizers and Datafolha 

for information about the number of protesters. In addition, it is interesting to observe that article 

number 4 not only did not rely on their research institute source, but it actually gave credibility to 

Datafolha – the research institute owned by Folha newspaper. The article included a section called 

“The Military Police did not reveal its methodology” (ibid), which states that while Datafolha 

institute counted 500k people in the protest, the PM “estimate for the number of protesters in 

Avenida Paulista 180% higher than that of Instituto Datafolha: 1.4 million vs. 500 thousand” (ibid). 

Moreover, this significant difference is not explained by the source and their methodological 

procedures “do not clarify neither the details for the methodology used nor how many people by 

square meter were accounted for” (ibid). By putting PM source in question and comparing the 

numbers and methodological procedures with Datafolha source, Estadão provides credibility to 

Folha’s research institute. Further, it is important to establish that differently from Folha’s articles 

Estadão do not show so much focus in presenting numbers. In fact, only a small part in each text 

is dedicated to present the number of protesters in the events.  
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Against Impeachment protests 

Concerning “Against Impeachment” protests, two dates were taken into consideration when 

selecting the articles for CDA: 18th March, 2016 and 31st March, 2016. In this case, protests that 

happen on the 18th March were the biggest ones referring to events against the Impeachment of 

president Dilma Rousseff. Articles from Folha concerning “Against Impeachment” protests clearly 

devoted more space to present numbers regarding the amount of protesters in the events and 

methodological procedures from the sources. Such facts are already stated in the headlines of both 

articles: “Pro-Dilma demonstration gathers 95k people in SP, according to Datafolha” (Number 5) 

and “Demonstration against impeachment gathers 40k people in SP, according to Datafolha” 

(Number 6). Both headlines already show that, even though other sources appear in the articles – 

such as PM and protest’ organizers – Datafolha is the main source of information. Moreover, 

articles number 5 and 6 present a section called “Metodologia” (Methodology) where the 

newspaper states the methodological procedures used by Datafolha institute to make the 

attendance estimate in agglomerations. This section, which takes at least one third of the text size, 

is presented to provide credibility to the information given by Datafolha.  

 

Further, articles from Estadão (Number 7 and 8) differ from Folha since they barely include 

number references in the texts. Most of the information regarding numbers is already mentioned 

in the headlines or sub-headlines of the articles “pro-government demonstration that gathered 18k 

protesters according to the Military Police (PM) and 50k according to organizers” (Number 7) and 

“Organizers speak of 380k in pro-government demonstration in Av. Paulista; PM estimates 80k” 

(Number 8). In addition, numbers appear again in one or two sentences throughout the texts, 

although they only emphasize the information already presented in the headline and sub-headline. 

It is important to state that Estadão in this case did not mention Datafolha or Estadão Dados as 

their numerical sources. On the contrary PM and protest’ organizers, which did not received 

credibility in any of the articles so far, are the only sources quotes in both articles. Moreover, no 

mention of methodological procedures from the sources are included in the texts. Finally, an 

important characteristic in both articles is the significant differences between the numbers 
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presented by each source. In article number 7, PM talks about 18k protesters in the event while 

organizers talk about 50k and in article number 8, PM speaks about 80k while organizers estimates 

380k. Such differences are not discussed in the articles, making it difficult to know which source 

to trust.  

 

Discussion and analysis 

Folha and Estadão gave more credibility and trustworthiness to the data provided by their own 

research institutes (Datafolha and Estadão Data, respectively) although Datafolha overcame in all 

articles selected for CDA. The credibility given by both newspapers is transmitted when there is 

an explanation regarding the methodological procedures used by the source. Moreover, Folha 

devoted more space of the texts to present numbers and methodologies used by their sources, in 

both “Pro” and “Against” Impeachment articles. Estadão, on the contrary, devoted more space to 

quotes and information about the aesthetics in the events. One of the reasons number was so 

important and existent in all articles selected for CDA, is the fact that they illustrate the magnitude 

of the events. By presenting the number of protesters in each event, one can have the idea of how 

relevant a protest was. March’s protest supporting the Impeachment of President Dilma, for 

example, were the biggest political protests in Brazil and perhaps the power and relevance that 

such protest had maybe influenced in the Impeachment result. Moreover, the presence of numbers 

throughout the texts can in fact be seen as a way to keep other important information, such as cause 

and the background of the Impeachment situation, aside. While devoting space to include the 

number of protesters in the events other features important for the understanding of the 

Impeachment process and to understand why protesters were protesting, are not or less included 

in the newspapers agenda. While causes and background should be the main information given by 

the media, in this case they seem to be less important and what gives credibility and legitimacy to 

the protest is in fact the number of protesters in the events. Finally, it is important to state that there 

might be issues about trusting sources owned by media outlets, although this discussion should be 

left for further studies.   
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11.2.2 Comparisons between protests 

The analysis shows that numbers were not only employed with the objective of providing readers 

with how relevant or not the protest was or to leave important information aside but also to provide 

comparisons between previous protests and between the different types of protests. Seven out of 

eight articles included comparisons between protests, using numbers as references to support such 

comparisons. Only one of Estadão’s articles, concerning an “Against Impeachment” protest, did 

not include comparisons. In addition, not only previous and opposing protests were compared, but 

comparisons were also made between different cities in the same date.  

 

Pro Impeachment Protests 

As said before, protest dates selected for “Pro Impeachment” protest articles are coincidently, the 

ones of highest – 13th March, 2016 - and lowest- 13th December, 2015 - number of protesters’ 

participation when it comes to protests supporting the impeachment of president Dilma Rousseff– 

according to Folha and Estadão. For that reason, comparisons presented in the newspapers relied 

on previous protests which have gathered more or as much protesters as the impeachment events. 

In Folha’s articles, the December`s event is compared with a previous “Pro Impeachment” protest 

which happen in March 2015: “In São Paulo, 40.3k people protested in Avenida Paulista, 

according to Datafolha – a number way apart from the peak registered in March, with 210k people 

attending. This scenario took place across the country” (Number 1). Despite gathering less 

protesters than previous events, Folha present a reason why that happened: “Organizers of the 

event declared they were caught by surprise when the impeachment request was accepted two 

weeks ago by Brazil’s Lower House chairman Eduardo Cunha, which gave them little time to 

prepare” (ibid). In addition, Folha included in the article a section named “Across the country” 

where the newspaper compares the amount of protesters in other Brazilian cities. Further, 

concerning March’s event articles, Folha also included a section “Other cities” where the amount 

of protesters is compared between cities across the country (Number 2). Differently from 

December’s event, the article about March’s protest present more comparisons throughout the text. 

Comparisons with previous “Pro Impeachment” protests are mentioned in the text although in this 

case other political protest, the Diretas Já Movement, is included in the comparison. The reason 
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why Diretas Já is included in the text is the fact that previous “Pro Impeachment” protests did not 

manage to gather as many people as the one that happen on 13th March, 2016. The article already 

starts presenting such comparison: “the protest is the biggest political demonstration ever recorded 

in the city, outnumbering even the main manifestation for direct elections called “Diretas Já”, in 

1984” (Number 2). According to Datafolha, the Diretas Já movement gathered 400k people while 

the “Pro Impeachment” protest gathered 500k people (ibid). In addition, Folha included a big chart 

in the middle of the article where it compares the biggest historical agglomerations with 

demonstrations for the impeachment. The numbers presented in the chart are taken from Datafolha 

and March’ protest takes the second place right after the manifestation that happen during Pope 

Francis visit to Rio de Janeiro which gathered 865 thousand people at the Copacabana beach 

(Number 2). The chart causes impact and provides a better vision regarding the magnitude of the 

protest.  

 

Estadão’s articles somewhat follow Folha’s patterns. December’s protest is also compared with 

previous “Pro Impeachment” protests: “gather less people than during previous months of the 

year”, “have recorded less attendance than the last three previous protests in 2015” and “These 

numbers are inferior to the ones in previous protests” (Number 3). Likewise, in this case the 

newspaper also included a reason why this protest gathered less people than previous protests: 

“Low attendance: Surprised by the decision of the Lower House chairman Eduardo Cunha 

(PMDB-RJ) to accept the request for Dilma’s impeachment last month, movements had ten days 

to organize yesterday’s demonstrations and assigned blame for the lesser mobilization to the short 

time” (ibid). Further, concerning March’s protest, Estadão presents only one sentence about 

comparisons with other protests: “which represents the biggest demonstration since “Diretas Já” 

movement, in 1984” (Number 4). Here, previous “Pro Impeachment” protests are not included in 

the comparison and the Diretas Já movement is the political protest used for comparisons.  

 

Against Impeachment Protests 

The analysis of the “Against Impeachment” articles shows rather different characteristics than the 

ones from “Pro Impeachment” protest articles. Regarding Folha, both articles present comparisons 
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between the event and previous “Against Impeachment” events as well as comparisons between 

cities across the country (in article number 6). However, the protest event that happen on the 18th 

March, was not only compared with previous “Against Impeachment” protests but also with a 

previous “Pro Impeachment” protest. In article number 6, the newspaper included a sentence which 

states that: “These pro-Dilma protests are held less than a week after the biggest demonstration 

ever recorded in the country by Datafolha; on Sunday (13th), 500k people went to the same 

Avenida Paulista to ask for president Dilma Rousseff’s exit”. Moreover, the protest event that 

happen on the 31st March gathered less people than other events - 40k people on 31st March; 95k 

people on 18th March; 55k people on December, 2015 and 41k people on 13th March, 2015 

(Number 5). Here, differently from “Pro Impeachment” protest article, there is no justification or 

inclusion of the reasons why less people participated in the event.  

 

Further, Estadão article about the event on the 18th March include comparisons with previous 

“Against Impeachment” protests: “This number is superior to the one recorded last December” 

(Number 8) although a “Pro Impeachment” protest is also included in the text: “The action in 

Avenida Paulista, which last Sunday staged the biggest demonstration ever recorded in defense of 

Dilma Rousseff’s impeachment, started early in the morning” (ibid). Moreover, article number 7 

concerning the event on 31st March, do not include any comparisons throughout the text.  

 

Discussion and analysis 

Both newspapers include comparisons in the articles, although Folha devoted more space to 

present comparisons between protests than Estadão. Further, while the articles about protests 

supporting the impeachment of the president are compared with other “Pro Impeachment” protests 

or other historically important protests, “Against Impeachment” protest articles present 

comparisons (Folha, number 6) and mentions (Estadão, number 8) with previous “Pro 

Impeachment” protests. In addition, it is important to state that the biggest protest against the 

impeachment of president Dilma Rousseff gathered 95 thousand protesters while the biggest 

protest supporting Dilma’s impeachment gathered 500 thousand protesters, according to 

Datafolha. Even though the differences are significant, the juxtaposing comparisons of “Pro” and 
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“Against” impeachment protests in the articles concerning protests against the president’s 

impeachment, can be translated as a negative connotation of the protest events. Further, no 

justification on why “Against Impeachment” protests that happen on the 31st March gather less 

people than previous “Against Impeachment” protests is included in the articles. This differs from 

the “Pro Impeachment” protest that happen on the 13th December, 2015 where both newspapers 

included the reasons why less protesters participated in the event. Finally, the negative connotation 

and the lack of explanation regarding low participation in “Against Impeachment” protest articles 

can be seen as discrediting the events and consequently discrediting the aim of the protesters to 

revert the impeachment process against the president. In addition, comparisons between “Pro 

Impeachment” protest and Diretas Já movement provides a positive and powerful impact to the 

events, which supports the idea of the president’s impeachment.   

 

 

11.2.3 Marginalization Devices 

Another preeminent theme observed in the coverage of the impeachment protests are the 

marginalization devices coded in the CA. This study assumes that marginalization devices can also 

bring important findings on the way protests were represented in the newspapers. Therefore, study 

will provide an in-depth look of the main marginalization devices that appears in the articles 

selected for CDA.  

 

Pro Impeachment Protests 

Results from CA showed that among the marginalization devices categorized in the coding 

procedure, “Pro Impeachment” articles employed more Cause, Quotation from Other Sources and 

Carnival. CA also presented that although Quotation from Other Sources was one of the most 

employed device, Protester’s Voice was also included in many articles. Moreover, in the articles 

selected for CDA, both newspapers present such devices however there is also the presence of 

General Lawlessness and Police Confrontation marginalization devices. These devices appeared 

in several articles, although they are not as employed as Carnival and Quotation from Other 

Sources. Regarding Folha, the newspaper employed Cause and General Lawlessness in both 
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articles, however one of them also presented Protester’s Voice and Carnival. As said previously, 

Cause is presented in a very superficial way throughout the articles and here is not different: 

“Protests for the impeachment of president Dilma Rousseff” (Number 1) and “The protest in 

Avenida Paulista for the impeachment of president Dilma Rousseff” (Number 2). These are the 

only sentences throughout the texts where Cause appears. In addition, General Lawlessness appear 

in both articles in the following way: “There was a moment of confusion when 50 skateboarders, 

some of them wearing red, rode towards people marching and tried to pass through the protesters, 

who reacted to it - but there were no larger consequences” (Number 1) and “streets surrounding 

Avenida Paulista were also taken today/ subway stations recorded extensive lines of protesters 

who headed to the demonstration/ The Military Police had to block the access to the avenue in at 

least one street/ a blockade was make at corner of Alameda Santos” (Number 2). Regarding article 

1, it is important to state that during the impeachment protest’s period, people wearing red were 

seen as supporters of president Dilma Rousseff and her party (PT), while green, yellow or blue 

(colors of the Brazilian flag) were seen as the colors of Brazil’ supporters and so, of the outing of 

president Dilma Rousseff. Therefore, people reacted to the fact that the skateboarders were 

wearing red. Moreover, article Number 1 also presented Carnival device, which was coded several 

times throughout the text when the idea of a “party” or performative atmosphere was illustrated 

(“crowd wearing green and yellow”; “thousands of gas balloons distributed”; “pixulecos”; “groups 

contrary to the government burned a coffin which had the Workers’ Party flag”) and when 

dignitaries were mentioned (“senators José Serra and Aloysio Nunes Ferreira (SP) gave speeches 

for the first time in a demonstration like this. The democrat Ronaldo Caiado (GO) was extremely 

harassed and asked to take selfies”). Finally, Protester’s Voice is the last marginalization device 

employed in Folha’s articles about “Pro Impeachment” protests. In this case, the newspaper quoted 

the author of the impeachment request, Hélio Bicudo, which was protesting in the event (Number 

1).  

 

Concerning Estadão’s articles, Cause, Carnival, Quotation from Other Sources, Protester’s Voice, 

General Lawlessness and Police Confrontation are the devices presented in the texts. In this case, 

Cause device appears in a slightly different way. Even though both articles (number 3 and 4) still 
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presents protest’ cause in a superficial way, article number 4 present another reasons why 

protesters were protesting: “Besides Dilma, former president Lula and the Workers’ Party (PT) 

were the main targets of the protesters” and “Many carried banners criticizing corruption and the 

Workers’ Party government”. When it comes to Carnival device, article number 3 exclusively 

mentions dignitaries, such as members of the parliament, while article number 4 include some of 

the features also mentioned in Folha such as people wearing green and yellow and the presence of 

“pixulecos”, which were “presenting the former president Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva and the current 

president Dilma Rousseff wearing prison uniforms”. Moreover, another device employed in both 

articles is the Inclusion of Protester’s Voice. Differently from Folha, articles from Estadão relied 

on organizers and ordinary people when quoting protesters: article 3 quoted organizers once and 

article 4 quoted ordinary protesters three times throughout the text. In addition, while article 4 

relied exclusively on protester’s quotations, article 3 included other sources in the text. This time, 

deputies and leaders of opposition parties who were participating in the protests were the sources 

quoted: “deputy Bruno Araújo (PSDB-PE), who leads a minority group within the Lower House” 

and “the leader of DEM, Mendonça Filho (PE)”. Finally, one of the “Pro Impeachment” protest 

articles (number 4) also presented the marginalization devices: General Lawlessness (“Around 5 

pm, most groups started leaving the avenue, which caused subway stations to be crowded again”) 

and Police Confrontation (“A woman was taken to the police station accused of contempt after 

assaulting policemen. Two men suspect of stealing cell phones were also incarcerated”).  

 

Against Impeachment Protests 

Results from CA showed that “Against Impeachment” protest articles employed more Cause, 

Carnival, Protester’s Voice and Quotation from Other Sources, although other devices such as 

General Lawlessness and Police Confrontation are also present in articles supporting president 

Dilma Rousseff. Regarding “Against Impeachment” articles, Folha’s articles only presented 

Cause and Carnival devices. Cause appeared, as the rule, in a very simplistic and superficial way 

in both articles: “Demonstration against impeachment/ Protesters contrary to president Dilma 

Rousseff’s impeachment” (Number 5) and “Pro-Dilma demonstration/ The demonstration in São 

Paulo pro-president Dilma Rousseff and former president Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva” (Number 6). 
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Again, the reasons why people were supporting president Dilma Rousseff, and more specifically 

in this case supporting Lula, were left aside. In addition, article 6 was coded as employing Carnival 

device because it included a mention of the participation of a dignitary in the protest event: “Lula 

went to the demonstration, where he stayed for approximately one hour and gave a speech”. It is 

interesting to see that Lula, one of the main figures in the impeachment process after president 

Dilma Rousseff, was just mentioned in the article while other politicians and political figures got 

more spotlight.  

 

Further, Estadão’s articles presented Carnival, Cause, Protester’s Voice and Quotation from Other 

Sources as well as General Lawlessness and Police Confrontation, although the last ones only 

appear in of the articles (number 8). Regarding Cause, both articles included the simplistic view: 

“pro-government protest” (number 7) and “pro-government demonstration” (number 8). However, 

article 8 also included other reasons and aims of protesters: “protest against the impeachment of 

president Dilma Rousseff and in defense of former president Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva”; “By the 

way, this was the main motto of the protest: “Não vai ter golpe” (there’ll be no coup)”; “The 

protesters toggled between saying key slogans against the impeachment and criticism words to 

judge Sérgio Moro” and “The Lower House Chairman Eduardo Cunha (PMDB-RJ) and media 

channels, namely Globo, were also targets of the protesters”. Even though more reasons are 

mentioned, the explanations supporting the reasons why protesters were against the impeachment 

of the president, against Sérgio Moro or the media, in defense of Lula or more specifically what 

they mean with “there’ll be no coup” are still left aside. In addition, Quotation from Other Sources 

also appear in both articles. Here, other sources are exclusively representatives of PT (Worker’s 

party): “Emídio de Souza, president of the PT’s state directory in São Paulo”; “PT’s national 

president Rui Falcão” (number 7) and “Mayor Fernando Haddad (PT)”; “PT’s president Rui 

Falcão” (number 8). Moreover, Protester’s Voice was also included in the articles regarding 

“Against Impeachment” protests. In this case, the newspaper quoted exclusively movement and 

union members as protesters: “Luiz Gonçalves, aka Luizinho, of Nova Central5”; “Raimundo 

                                                 
5 Nova Central (New Central): Union workers new central  
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Bonfim, leader of Central de Movimentos Populares6”; Douglas Izzon, CUT7-SP’s president”; 

“Gilmar Mauro, one of the leaders of Movimento Sem Terra (MST)8” (number 7) and “CUT’s 

president, Vagner Freitas” (number 8). Further, Carnival appears in both articles when dignitaries 

are mentioned: “Temer and PMDB become targets of protest in SP” (number 7) and “The 

demonstration gathered party, union, and political leaders such as Mayor Fernando Haddad (PT), 

Rui Falcão (PT’s president), former Minister Alexandre Padilha, former Senator Eduardo Suplicy 

and several members of parliament” and “The demonstration was attended by former president” 

(number 8). As in Folha, the presence of Lula (former president) is a small passage throughout the 

text, although in this case Lula’s name is not even said, while other politicians were more 

highlighted. Finally, General Lawlessness and Police Confrontation are also employed in one of 

Estadão’s article (number 8). Police Confrontation appeared as the follow: “the PM used water 

spray and tear gas bombs to scatter a small group of pro-impeachment protesters which had been 

camping in front of FIESP since Wednesday”. In addition, General Lawlessness is presented as: 

“FIESP headquarters, which became a meeting point for anti-government protesters the last few 

days, was reinforced by PM security, but it was still subject to animosity”. It is important to 

establish that FIESP (São Paulo’s Industry Federation) took a position regarding the impeachment 

process, and its headquarters building at Paulista Avenue displayed the word “Impeachment” in 

their light billboard during many weeks.  

 

Discussion and analysis 

Although CA shows that General Lawlessness and Police Confrontation were not as employed as 

Carnival or Quotation from Other Sources, in the articles selected by CDA they appear regularly. 

Regarding marginalization devices, Cause validates the results from CA and are still employed in 

a very simplistic and superficial manner, even though some articles present more reasons why 

protesters were protesting. Carnival appears in all “Pro Impeachment” articles when they mention 

dignitaries participating in the event as well as illustrating the event as a “big party” with ballons, 

stuffed toys dressed as president Dilma Rousseff and Lula in prison uniforms and protesters in 

                                                 
6 Central de Movimentos Populares: Popular movement central  
7 CUT: Worker’s central  
8 MST: Landless Workers’ Movement 
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costumes (all in green and yellow clothes). In “Against Impeachment”, Carnival also appears in 

three articles when dignitaries are mentioned, however in this case one of the dignitaries is Lula, 

one of the most important figures in the impeachment process. Lula participated in the protest 

event supporting the president and even made a speech. However, there were no quotes from him 

in the articles and he is mentioned only in a small passage throughout the text, while other 

politicians got more spotlight and voice. Further, Inclusion of Protester’s Voice relied on quotes 

by protest organizers, ordinary protesters and the author of the impeachment request in the “Pro 

Impeachment” protest articles. When it comes to “Against Impeachment” articles, relied 

exclusively on movement and union members. By including only these sources as protesters, the 

newspapers show that this protest was only something organized by the unions, and that only 

unionize workers were in the protest, while the “ordinary people” were protesting to support the 

president’s impeachment. Moreover, other sources quoted deputies and opposition leaders that 

participated in the “Pro Impeachment” protest articles. Concerning “Against Impeachment” 

protests, other sources were, evidently, representatives of PT (Worker’s Party) that were also 

participating in the protest events. Here it is interesting to raise an important finding, considering 

that quotes from other sources mostly relied on politicians that participated in the protests. 

Although their high positions made the study code them as other sources rather than protesters, the 

fact that they participated in the protest event maybe turn them into “high credibility protesters”. 

That is, in this case, Quotation from Other Sources can been seen as a non-marginalizing device 

and actually a device that reinforced the power of the protest by quoting “important” protesters. In 

addition, General Lawlessness and Police Confrontation were coded in the “Pro Impeachment” 

protest articles from Folha and Estadão although they present outsiders of the protest event as 

causers of violence or disruption. Folha employed General Lawlessness when it mentions that 50 

skateboarders wearing red went through the crowd causing a reaction by “Pro Impeachment” 

protesters (number 1); while Estadão employed Police Confrontation by mentioning that three 

outsiders got caught by the police accused of stealing phones assaulting policemen (number 4). 

When it comes to “Against Impeachment” articles, Police Confrontation also blames pro 

impeachment protesters (“the PM used water spray and tear gas bombs to scatter a small group of 

pro-impeachment protesters” – number 8) although General Lawlessness blames against 
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impeachment protesters (“FIESP headquarters, which became a meeting point for anti-government 

protesters the last few days, was reinforced by PM security, but it was still subject to animosity” 

by against impeachment protesters – ibid).  

 

 

12. Conclusion 

The present study explores the characteristics of the Brazilian news media’ coverage of the protests 

that took place during president Dilma Rousseff’s impeachment process. The purpose of the study 

was to examine to which extent, and in which ways, the protest paradigm theory, or more 

specifically the marginalization devices that constitute the paradigm, applies in this case study. 

Moreover, the analysis also aimed at establishing to which extent  newspapers covered the protests 

for or against outing of president Dilma Rousseff and whether they positioned themselves for or 

against the impeachment. In order to do so, the study investigated two of the most read Brazilian 

newspapers, Folha de São Paulo and O Estado de São Paulo, exploring therefore a non-western 

country through a national media’ perspective.  

 

The point of departure for this study was to examine the extent in which the marginalization 

devices (elements constituting the protest paradigm) appear in the articles. Therefore, the research 

question posed in the analysis to be able to analyze such characteristic was: “Which are the main 

marginalization devices employed in the coverage of the protests in Brazil on the national media?”. 

By employing CA to answer this research question, the study raised important findings. Overall, 

Carnival and Quotation from Other Sources were the most employed marginalization devices in 

both newspapers although other non- marginalizing categories, such as Cause and Protester’s 

Voice were also employed in several articles in both newspapers. Moreover, one important finding 

was that both newspapers devoted more than half of the coverage to articles about protests 

supporting president Dilma’s impeachment. In addition, results also shows that Estadão employed 

the marginalization devices more than Folha. Finally, in both Folha and Estadão, “Against 

Impeachment” articles presented more Carnival device while “Pro Impeachment” articles 

employed more Quotation from Other Sources.  
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 The second part of the study focused on the protest representation by trying to answer the question: 

“How are the different protests, "Against Impeachment" and "Pro Impeachment", presented in the 

articles?”. The marginalization devices coded in CA also raised knowledge about the way protests 

and protesters were represented in the media, however the approach can only contribute with a 

simplified and limited perspective. Therefore, a more in-depth analysis was brought into the study. 

Findings drawn from CDA not only resulted from the analysis of the marginalization devices in a 

more depth way but also from the analysis of other themes commonly and repetitively found in 

the selected articles. CDA results show that “Pro Impeachment” protests representation did not 

differ significantly between the newspapers. That is, Estadão and Folha represented “Pro 

Impeachment” protests in a similar way. The same happen with “Against Impeachment” protests. 

The biggest difference is that Folha, in both cases, devoted more space than Estadão to present 

the numbers of participants and comparisons throughout the texts. However, differences between 

the representation of types of protests can be seen. First thing that is apparent is the way 

comparisons are made. In both newspapers, “Pro Impeachment” protests are compared in previous 

“Pro Impeachment” protests and the Diretas Já movement, while “Against Impeachment” protests 

are compared with previous “Against Impeachment” protests but most importantly, with previous 

“Pro Impeachment” protests. Moreover, “Pro Impeachment” protests that gather less people than 

the expected present justifications regarding the reasons why that happen while “Against 

Impeachment” protest events that gather less people do not present justifications about the low 

participation. In addition, “Pro Impeachment” protest articles rely on organizers and ordinary 

protesters, while “Against Impeachment” protest articles rely on union and movement members. 

Finally, instead of quoting Lula which participated in the “Against Impeachment” protest, the 

articles about protests supporting the president only quoted other PT’ representatives. Lula was 

the most important figure in the protest event, although he did not receive space or voice in the 

articles. Regarding “Pro Impeachment” protests, there was no main important figure that 

participated in the event, however the most famous opposition politicians were quoted in the 

articles.  
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When it comes to the analysis of marginalization devices, CDA shows an important finding 

regarding the use of Quotation from Other Sources. While Cause and Carnival are seen to validate 

the findings from CA, Quotation from Other Sources raised a different perspective when analyzed 

more in-depth. One can think that since the other sources quoted in articles participated in the 

protests, then they can also be seen as protesters. That is, although their positions were included in 

the coding book as referring to other sources, the fact that they participated in the protests maybe 

turn them into “high credibility protesters”. Hence, looking through this perspective, one can see 

Quotation from Other Sources not as a marginalizing device, but actually as a device that 

reinforces the power of the protest and consequently of the protester’s aims. In addition, if this 

perspective is taken into consideration then it becomes clear that Folha and Estadão are, as 

expected, progressive news media. That is, considering that Quotation from Other Sources and 

Carnival were the most employed marginalization devices and that the first is now seen as a non-

marginalization device, Carnival becomes the main and most used marginalization device in this 

case. Hence, considering that Carnival was mostly employed in “Against Impeachment” articles, 

in both newspapers, then Folha and Estadão employed marginalization devices to a greater extent 

in “Against Impeachment” articles while in “Pro Impeachment” articles they were employed to a 

lesser extent.  

 

Considering the results above, one can consider that Folha and Estadão took a position regarding 

the impeachment process, although not in an obvious and explicit way. Differences between the 

types of protests were not significant at first, and it was necessary to go deeper in the analysis to 

be able to see that. By devoting more coverage, employing marginalization devices to a lesser 

extent and representing the events in a frame which provided more credibility to the protests, Folha 

and Estadão provided more support to “Pro Impeachment” protests and consequently, supported 

the impeachment of president Dilma Rousseff. Finally, it is important to establish that the results 

raised by this study cannot be generalized, and that further research can add knowledge and 

different perspectives which were not accounted here. One can consider to apply the 

methodologies to a different sample of the articles than the ones were selected in this research. 
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Another important feature to be included into the research would be analysing the role of TV (such 

as TV Globo, for example) and social media in this case.  
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14. Appendices 

 

Appendix 1: Coding List Content Analysis 

Number 

of the 

article 

Name of 

the article 

Link Date  News media 

Source  

1 Isolated-

acts-of-

favor-of-

Dilma-and-

Lula-occur 

peacefully 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1749552-isolados-atos-a-favor-

de-dilma-e-lula-ocorrem-

pacificamente.shtml  

13-mar Folha 

2 Pt-decide-

that-act-in-

paulista-

will-not-

march-by-

avenue 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1750509-pt-decide-que-ato-na-

paulista-nao-tera-marcha-pela-

avenida.shtml?cmpid=topicos  

16-mar Folha 

3 Alckmin-

will allow-

protest-

against-

dilma-

during-this-

friday 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1751302-alckmin-permitira-

protesto-contra-dilma-durante-ato-do-

pt-nesta-sexta.shtml  

17-mar Folha 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749552-isolados-atos-a-favor-de-dilma-e-lula-ocorrem-pacificamente.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749552-isolados-atos-a-favor-de-dilma-e-lula-ocorrem-pacificamente.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749552-isolados-atos-a-favor-de-dilma-e-lula-ocorrem-pacificamente.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749552-isolados-atos-a-favor-de-dilma-e-lula-ocorrem-pacificamente.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750509-pt-decide-que-ato-na-paulista-nao-tera-marcha-pela-avenida.shtml?cmpid=topicos
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750509-pt-decide-que-ato-na-paulista-nao-tera-marcha-pela-avenida.shtml?cmpid=topicos
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750509-pt-decide-que-ato-na-paulista-nao-tera-marcha-pela-avenida.shtml?cmpid=topicos
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750509-pt-decide-que-ato-na-paulista-nao-tera-marcha-pela-avenida.shtml?cmpid=topicos
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751302-alckmin-permitira-protesto-contra-dilma-durante-ato-do-pt-nesta-sexta.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751302-alckmin-permitira-protesto-contra-dilma-durante-ato-do-pt-nesta-sexta.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751302-alckmin-permitira-protesto-contra-dilma-durante-ato-do-pt-nesta-sexta.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751302-alckmin-permitira-protesto-contra-dilma-durante-ato-do-pt-nesta-sexta.shtml
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4 Act pro 

Dilma in 

Buenos 

Aires 

brings some 

Argentines 

in favor of 

the 

government 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1751819-ato-pro-dilma-em-

buenos-aires-reune-alguns-argentinos-

a-favor-do-governo.shtml  

18-mar Folha 

5 Leticia-

sabatella-

Otto-and-

other-

artists-

attend-to-

pro-

government

-in-rio. 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1751808-leticia-sabatella-otto-e-

outros-artistas-comparecem-a-ato-pro-

governo-no-rio.shtml 

18-mar Folha 

6 In-Brasilia-

act-against-

impeachme

nt-display 

there won’t 

be a coup in 

museum 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1751800-em-brasilia-ato-contra-

impeachment-projeta-nao-vai-ter-

golpe-em-museu.shtml 

18-mar Folha 

7 Pro Dilma 

demonstrati

on gathers 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1751748-manifestacao-pro-

18-mar Folha 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751819-ato-pro-dilma-em-buenos-aires-reune-alguns-argentinos-a-favor-do-governo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751819-ato-pro-dilma-em-buenos-aires-reune-alguns-argentinos-a-favor-do-governo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751819-ato-pro-dilma-em-buenos-aires-reune-alguns-argentinos-a-favor-do-governo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751819-ato-pro-dilma-em-buenos-aires-reune-alguns-argentinos-a-favor-do-governo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751808-leticia-sabatella-otto-e-outros-artistas-comparecem-a-ato-pro-governo-no-rio.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751808-leticia-sabatella-otto-e-outros-artistas-comparecem-a-ato-pro-governo-no-rio.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751808-leticia-sabatella-otto-e-outros-artistas-comparecem-a-ato-pro-governo-no-rio.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751808-leticia-sabatella-otto-e-outros-artistas-comparecem-a-ato-pro-governo-no-rio.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751800-em-brasilia-ato-contra-impeachment-projeta-nao-vai-ter-golpe-em-museu.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751800-em-brasilia-ato-contra-impeachment-projeta-nao-vai-ter-golpe-em-museu.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751800-em-brasilia-ato-contra-impeachment-projeta-nao-vai-ter-golpe-em-museu.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751800-em-brasilia-ato-contra-impeachment-projeta-nao-vai-ter-golpe-em-museu.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751748-manifestacao-pro-dilma-reune-95-mil-pessoas-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751748-manifestacao-pro-dilma-reune-95-mil-pessoas-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
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95k people 

in São 

Paulo 

according 

to 

Datafolha 

 

dilma-reune-95-mil-pessoas-em-sp-diz-

datafolha.shtml 

8 pro-Dilma-

rally in 

Buenos-

Aires-has-

Cristina-

Kirchner-

supporters 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1756251-ato-pro-dilma-em-

buenos-aires-tem-apoiadores-de-

cristina-kirchner.shtml  

31-mar Folha 

9 Against 

impeachme

nt 

demonstrati

on gathers 

40k in São 

Paulo 

according 

to 

Datafolha 

 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1756224-manifestacao-contra-o-

impeachment-reune-40-mil-em-sp-diz-

datafolha.shtml 

31-mar Folha 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751748-manifestacao-pro-dilma-reune-95-mil-pessoas-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751748-manifestacao-pro-dilma-reune-95-mil-pessoas-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756251-ato-pro-dilma-em-buenos-aires-tem-apoiadores-de-cristina-kirchner.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756251-ato-pro-dilma-em-buenos-aires-tem-apoiadores-de-cristina-kirchner.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756251-ato-pro-dilma-em-buenos-aires-tem-apoiadores-de-cristina-kirchner.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756251-ato-pro-dilma-em-buenos-aires-tem-apoiadores-de-cristina-kirchner.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756224-manifestacao-contra-o-impeachment-reune-40-mil-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756224-manifestacao-contra-o-impeachment-reune-40-mil-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756224-manifestacao-contra-o-impeachment-reune-40-mil-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756224-manifestacao-contra-o-impeachment-reune-40-mil-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
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10 Brazilians-

participate 

in-pro-

Dilma-

Rousseff 

rally-in-

Berlin 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1756177-brasileiros-fazem-ato-

pro-dilma-rousseff-em-berlim.shtml 

31-mar Folha 

11 Paris-has-

another-

protest-

against-

impeachme

nt-of-

Dilma-

Rousseff. 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1756080-paris-tem-mais-um-

protesto-contra-impeachment-de-

dilma-rousseff.shtml  

31-mar Folha 

12 Famous 

Funk 

singers call 

for action 

against 

impeachme

nt in Rio 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/04/1761866-funkeiros-famosos-

convocam-para-ato-contra-

impeachment-no-rio.shtml  

16-apr Folha 

13 Lula 

evaluates 

presence in 

a pro-Dilma 

act in the 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/04/1761759-lula-avalia-presenca-

em-ato-pro-dilma-no-vale-do-

anhangabau.shtml  

16-apr Folha 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756177-brasileiros-fazem-ato-pro-dilma-rousseff-em-berlim.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756177-brasileiros-fazem-ato-pro-dilma-rousseff-em-berlim.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756177-brasileiros-fazem-ato-pro-dilma-rousseff-em-berlim.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756080-paris-tem-mais-um-protesto-contra-impeachment-de-dilma-rousseff.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756080-paris-tem-mais-um-protesto-contra-impeachment-de-dilma-rousseff.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756080-paris-tem-mais-um-protesto-contra-impeachment-de-dilma-rousseff.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756080-paris-tem-mais-um-protesto-contra-impeachment-de-dilma-rousseff.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1761866-funkeiros-famosos-convocam-para-ato-contra-impeachment-no-rio.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1761866-funkeiros-famosos-convocam-para-ato-contra-impeachment-no-rio.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1761866-funkeiros-famosos-convocam-para-ato-contra-impeachment-no-rio.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1761866-funkeiros-famosos-convocam-para-ato-contra-impeachment-no-rio.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1761759-lula-avalia-presenca-em-ato-pro-dilma-no-vale-do-anhangabau.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1761759-lula-avalia-presenca-em-ato-pro-dilma-no-vale-do-anhangabau.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1761759-lula-avalia-presenca-em-ato-pro-dilma-no-vale-do-anhangabau.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1761759-lula-avalia-presenca-em-ato-pro-dilma-no-vale-do-anhangabau.shtml
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Anhangaba

ú valley, in 

São Paulo 

14 anti-

impeachme

nt-groups 

dismantle-

tents-and-

prepare-of-

sunday 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/04/1761676-grupo-anti-

impeachment-desmonta-barracas-e-

prepara-ato-de-domingo.shtml 

16-apr Folha 

15 Acts-

against-

impeachme

nt-are-as-

guerrilla-

according 

to 

Alexander 

de Moraes  

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/05/1769708-atos-contra-

impeachment-foram-como-guerrilha-

diz-alexandre-de-moraes.shtml 

10-maj Folha 

16 Protests-in-

support-of 

Dilma-stop 

São Paulo’s 

avenues 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/05/1769639-protestos-em-apoio-a-

dilma-travam-avenidas-em-sao-

paulo.shtml 

10-maj Folha 

17 Demonstrat

ions are less 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

15/12/1718645-atos-tem-adesao-

13-dec Folha 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1761676-grupo-anti-impeachment-desmonta-barracas-e-prepara-ato-de-domingo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1761676-grupo-anti-impeachment-desmonta-barracas-e-prepara-ato-de-domingo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1761676-grupo-anti-impeachment-desmonta-barracas-e-prepara-ato-de-domingo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1761676-grupo-anti-impeachment-desmonta-barracas-e-prepara-ato-de-domingo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/05/1769708-atos-contra-impeachment-foram-como-guerrilha-diz-alexandre-de-moraes.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/05/1769708-atos-contra-impeachment-foram-como-guerrilha-diz-alexandre-de-moraes.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/05/1769708-atos-contra-impeachment-foram-como-guerrilha-diz-alexandre-de-moraes.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/05/1769708-atos-contra-impeachment-foram-como-guerrilha-diz-alexandre-de-moraes.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/05/1769639-protestos-em-apoio-a-dilma-travam-avenidas-em-sao-paulo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/05/1769639-protestos-em-apoio-a-dilma-travam-avenidas-em-sao-paulo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/05/1769639-protestos-em-apoio-a-dilma-travam-avenidas-em-sao-paulo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/05/1769639-protestos-em-apoio-a-dilma-travam-avenidas-em-sao-paulo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718645-atos-tem-adesao-menor-apos-impeachment-ser-deflagrado.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718645-atos-tem-adesao-menor-apos-impeachment-ser-deflagrado.shtml
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attended 

after 

impeachme

nt outbreak 

menor-apos-impeachment-ser-

deflagrado.shtml 

18 Less 

participatio

n reinforce-

desire-of-

government

to 

accelerate 

the 

impeachme

nt process 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

15/12/1718639-adesao-menor-em-atos-

reforca-desejo-do-governo-de-acelerar-

tramitacao.shtml  

13-dec Folha 

19 Icon-of-anti 

PT protests- 

pixuleko-

re-appears-

after-10-

days-under-

patches 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

15/12/1718605-icone-dos-protestos-

anti-pt-pixuleko-ressurge-apos-10-dias-

sob-remendos.shtml 

13-dec Folha 

20 Anti Dilma 

demonstrati

on in São 

Paulo 

gathers 

403k 

people 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

15/12/1718593-manifestacao-anti-

dilma-em-sp-reuniu-403-mil-pessoas-

mostra-datafolha.shtml  

13-dec Folha 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718645-atos-tem-adesao-menor-apos-impeachment-ser-deflagrado.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718645-atos-tem-adesao-menor-apos-impeachment-ser-deflagrado.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718639-adesao-menor-em-atos-reforca-desejo-do-governo-de-acelerar-tramitacao.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718639-adesao-menor-em-atos-reforca-desejo-do-governo-de-acelerar-tramitacao.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718639-adesao-menor-em-atos-reforca-desejo-do-governo-de-acelerar-tramitacao.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718639-adesao-menor-em-atos-reforca-desejo-do-governo-de-acelerar-tramitacao.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718605-icone-dos-protestos-anti-pt-pixuleko-ressurge-apos-10-dias-sob-remendos.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718605-icone-dos-protestos-anti-pt-pixuleko-ressurge-apos-10-dias-sob-remendos.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718605-icone-dos-protestos-anti-pt-pixuleko-ressurge-apos-10-dias-sob-remendos.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718605-icone-dos-protestos-anti-pt-pixuleko-ressurge-apos-10-dias-sob-remendos.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718593-manifestacao-anti-dilma-em-sp-reuniu-403-mil-pessoas-mostra-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718593-manifestacao-anti-dilma-em-sp-reuniu-403-mil-pessoas-mostra-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718593-manifestacao-anti-dilma-em-sp-reuniu-403-mil-pessoas-mostra-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718593-manifestacao-anti-dilma-em-sp-reuniu-403-mil-pessoas-mostra-datafolha.shtml
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according 

to 

Datafolha 

 

21 Protest-in-

Rio-was-

smaller-

but-with-

quality say 

organizers. 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

15/12/1718580-protesto-no-rio-foi-

menor-mas-com-qualidade-diz-

organizadora.shtml  

13-dec Folha 

22 No-RS-

protest-pro-

impeachme

nt-turns 

into festival 

march-

against-PT 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

15/12/1718579-no-rs-protesto-pro-

impeachment-vira-festival-de-

marchinhas-contra-o-pt.shtml 

13-dec Folha 

23 With-less 

participatio

n-protest-in 

the capital-

burns-

coffin-with-

the-flag-of-

PT 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

15/12/1718559-com-menor-adesao-

protesto-no-df-queima-caixao-com-

bandeira-do-pt.shtml  

13-dec Folha 

24 In-São 

Paulo-

politicians-

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

15/12/1718556-em-sp-politicos-sobem-

13-dec Folha 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718580-protesto-no-rio-foi-menor-mas-com-qualidade-diz-organizadora.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718580-protesto-no-rio-foi-menor-mas-com-qualidade-diz-organizadora.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718580-protesto-no-rio-foi-menor-mas-com-qualidade-diz-organizadora.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718580-protesto-no-rio-foi-menor-mas-com-qualidade-diz-organizadora.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718579-no-rs-protesto-pro-impeachment-vira-festival-de-marchinhas-contra-o-pt.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718579-no-rs-protesto-pro-impeachment-vira-festival-de-marchinhas-contra-o-pt.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718579-no-rs-protesto-pro-impeachment-vira-festival-de-marchinhas-contra-o-pt.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718579-no-rs-protesto-pro-impeachment-vira-festival-de-marchinhas-contra-o-pt.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718559-com-menor-adesao-protesto-no-df-queima-caixao-com-bandeira-do-pt.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718559-com-menor-adesao-protesto-no-df-queima-caixao-com-bandeira-do-pt.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718559-com-menor-adesao-protesto-no-df-queima-caixao-com-bandeira-do-pt.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718559-com-menor-adesao-protesto-no-df-queima-caixao-com-bandeira-do-pt.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718556-em-sp-politicos-sobem-em-carros-de-som-e-discursam-por-queda-de-dilma.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718556-em-sp-politicos-sobem-em-carros-de-som-e-discursam-por-queda-de-dilma.shtml
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climb-in-

the-sound-

cars-and-

give 

speeches 

against 

Dilma. 

em-carros-de-som-e-discursam-por-

queda-de-dilma.shtml  

25 Anti Dilma 

rally divide 

space with 

another 

demonstrati

on in São 

Paulo 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

15/12/1718546-ato-anti-dilma-divide-

espaco-com-encontros-de-

marombeiros-em-sp.shtml  

13-dec Folha 

26 Eduardo 

Campos’s 

brother ask 

PSB to 

support 

impeachme

nt 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

15/12/1718538-em-ato-irmao-de-

eduardo-campos-pede-que-psb-apoie-

impeachment.shtml  

13-dec Folha 

27 RS protests 

counts with 

children 

songs and 

car-wash 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1749582-protesto-no-rs-tem-

musicas-infantis-e-banho-de-lava-jato-

no-pixuleco.shtml 

13-mar Folha 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718556-em-sp-politicos-sobem-em-carros-de-som-e-discursam-por-queda-de-dilma.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718556-em-sp-politicos-sobem-em-carros-de-som-e-discursam-por-queda-de-dilma.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718546-ato-anti-dilma-divide-espaco-com-encontros-de-marombeiros-em-sp.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718546-ato-anti-dilma-divide-espaco-com-encontros-de-marombeiros-em-sp.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718546-ato-anti-dilma-divide-espaco-com-encontros-de-marombeiros-em-sp.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718546-ato-anti-dilma-divide-espaco-com-encontros-de-marombeiros-em-sp.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718538-em-ato-irmao-de-eduardo-campos-pede-que-psb-apoie-impeachment.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718538-em-ato-irmao-de-eduardo-campos-pede-que-psb-apoie-impeachment.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718538-em-ato-irmao-de-eduardo-campos-pede-que-psb-apoie-impeachment.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718538-em-ato-irmao-de-eduardo-campos-pede-que-psb-apoie-impeachment.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749582-protesto-no-rs-tem-musicas-infantis-e-banho-de-lava-jato-no-pixuleco.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749582-protesto-no-rs-tem-musicas-infantis-e-banho-de-lava-jato-no-pixuleco.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749582-protesto-no-rs-tem-musicas-infantis-e-banho-de-lava-jato-no-pixuleco.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749582-protesto-no-rs-tem-musicas-infantis-e-banho-de-lava-jato-no-pixuleco.shtml
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performanc

es 

 

28 PT leaders 

and social 

movements 

say that 

they are 

worried 

after 

protest’s 

magnitude  

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1749576-petistas-e-movimentos-

sociais-admitem-preocupacao-apos-

protestos.shtml 

13-mar Folha 

29 Dilma say 

that 

freedom of 

demonstrati

ng must be 

respected 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1749561-para-dilma-liberdade-

de-manifestacao-deve-ser-

respeitada.shtml  

13-mar Folha 

30 Brazilians 

ignores the 

cold and 

protest 

against 

Dilma in 

Berlin 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1749541-brasileiros-ignoram-o-

frio-e-protestam-contra-dilma-em-

berlim.shtml  

13-mar Folha 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749576-petistas-e-movimentos-sociais-admitem-preocupacao-apos-protestos.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749576-petistas-e-movimentos-sociais-admitem-preocupacao-apos-protestos.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749576-petistas-e-movimentos-sociais-admitem-preocupacao-apos-protestos.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749576-petistas-e-movimentos-sociais-admitem-preocupacao-apos-protestos.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749561-para-dilma-liberdade-de-manifestacao-deve-ser-respeitada.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749561-para-dilma-liberdade-de-manifestacao-deve-ser-respeitada.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749561-para-dilma-liberdade-de-manifestacao-deve-ser-respeitada.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749561-para-dilma-liberdade-de-manifestacao-deve-ser-respeitada.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749541-brasileiros-ignoram-o-frio-e-protestam-contra-dilma-em-berlim.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749541-brasileiros-ignoram-o-frio-e-protestam-contra-dilma-em-berlim.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749541-brasileiros-ignoram-o-frio-e-protestam-contra-dilma-em-berlim.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749541-brasileiros-ignoram-o-frio-e-protestam-contra-dilma-em-berlim.shtml
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31 Protest in 

Av. Paulista 

is the 

biggest 

political 

demonstrati

on ever 

recorded in 

São Paulo 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1749528-protesto-na-av-

paulista-e-o-maior-ato-politico-ja-

registrado-em-sao-paulo.shtml -  

13-mar Folha 

32 Michel 

Temer 

drives 

deputy to 

Pro 

Impeachme

nt protest 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1749526-michel-temer-deu-

carona-para-deputado-participar-de-

protesto.shtml 

13-mar Folha 

33 Rio’s 

protest 

gathers 15k 

people 

according 

to 

organizers 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1749516-protesto-no-rio-reuniu-

15-milhao-de-pessoas-segundo-

organizadores.shtml  

13-mar Folha 

34 Anti 

government 

demonstrati

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1749502-manifestacoes-

13-mar Folha 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749528-protesto-na-av-paulista-e-o-maior-ato-politico-ja-registrado-em-sao-paulo.shtml%20- 
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749528-protesto-na-av-paulista-e-o-maior-ato-politico-ja-registrado-em-sao-paulo.shtml%20- 
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749528-protesto-na-av-paulista-e-o-maior-ato-politico-ja-registrado-em-sao-paulo.shtml%20- 
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749528-protesto-na-av-paulista-e-o-maior-ato-politico-ja-registrado-em-sao-paulo.shtml%20- 
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749526-michel-temer-deu-carona-para-deputado-participar-de-protesto.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749526-michel-temer-deu-carona-para-deputado-participar-de-protesto.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749526-michel-temer-deu-carona-para-deputado-participar-de-protesto.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749526-michel-temer-deu-carona-para-deputado-participar-de-protesto.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749516-protesto-no-rio-reuniu-15-milhao-de-pessoas-segundo-organizadores.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749516-protesto-no-rio-reuniu-15-milhao-de-pessoas-segundo-organizadores.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749516-protesto-no-rio-reuniu-15-milhao-de-pessoas-segundo-organizadores.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749516-protesto-no-rio-reuniu-15-milhao-de-pessoas-segundo-organizadores.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749502-manifestacoes-antigoverno-acontecem-em-varias-cidades-do-exterior.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749502-manifestacoes-antigoverno-acontecem-em-varias-cidades-do-exterior.shtml
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ons occurs 

in several 

cities 

outside 

Brazil 

 

antigoverno-acontecem-em-varias-

cidades-do-exterior.shtml  

35 Business 

men 

participates 

in against 

government 

demonstrati

ons 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1749501-empresarios-

comparecem-a-manifestacao-contra-o-

governo-em-sp.shtml  

13-mar Folha 

36 Demonstrat

ion in São 

Paulo starts 

before the 

time 

scheduled  

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1749474-em-sao-paulo-

manifestacao-na-paulista-comeca-

antes-do-horario.shtml  

13-mar Folha 

37 Against 

government 

demonstrati

on spreads 

throughout 

the 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1749470-mobilizacao-contra-

governo-se-estende-pela-praia-da-

copacabana-no-rio.shtml 

13-mar Folha 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749502-manifestacoes-antigoverno-acontecem-em-varias-cidades-do-exterior.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749502-manifestacoes-antigoverno-acontecem-em-varias-cidades-do-exterior.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749501-empresarios-comparecem-a-manifestacao-contra-o-governo-em-sp.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749501-empresarios-comparecem-a-manifestacao-contra-o-governo-em-sp.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749501-empresarios-comparecem-a-manifestacao-contra-o-governo-em-sp.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749501-empresarios-comparecem-a-manifestacao-contra-o-governo-em-sp.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749474-em-sao-paulo-manifestacao-na-paulista-comeca-antes-do-horario.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749474-em-sao-paulo-manifestacao-na-paulista-comeca-antes-do-horario.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749474-em-sao-paulo-manifestacao-na-paulista-comeca-antes-do-horario.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749474-em-sao-paulo-manifestacao-na-paulista-comeca-antes-do-horario.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749470-mobilizacao-contra-governo-se-estende-pela-praia-da-copacabana-no-rio.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749470-mobilizacao-contra-governo-se-estende-pela-praia-da-copacabana-no-rio.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749470-mobilizacao-contra-governo-se-estende-pela-praia-da-copacabana-no-rio.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749470-mobilizacao-contra-governo-se-estende-pela-praia-da-copacabana-no-rio.shtml
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Copacaban

a beach 

 

38 Against 

Dilma rally 

gathers 

100k in 

Brasilia 

according 

to PM 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1749468-ato-contra-dilma-

reune-cerca-de-100-mil-em-brasilia-

segundo-pm.shtml 

 

13-mar Folha 

39 Rio gathers 

less people 

than the 

expected  

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1749455-rio-de-janeiro-tem-

publico-abaixo-do-esperado-no-inicio-

de-manifestacao.shtml  

13-mar Folha 

40 Thousands 

take the 

streets after 

Lula is 

nominated 

Minister 

Mhttp://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/

2016/03/1750842-milhares-tomam-a-

avenida-paulista-contra-a-nomeacao-

de-lula-a-casa-civil.shtml  

16-mar Folha 

41 Around 60 

people 

protested 

against 

Lula in 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1750748-cerca-de-60-pessoas-

protestam-contra-nomeacao-de-lula-na-

av-paulista.shtml 

 

16-mar Folha 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749468-ato-contra-dilma-reune-cerca-de-100-mil-em-brasilia-segundo-pm.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749468-ato-contra-dilma-reune-cerca-de-100-mil-em-brasilia-segundo-pm.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749468-ato-contra-dilma-reune-cerca-de-100-mil-em-brasilia-segundo-pm.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749468-ato-contra-dilma-reune-cerca-de-100-mil-em-brasilia-segundo-pm.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749455-rio-de-janeiro-tem-publico-abaixo-do-esperado-no-inicio-de-manifestacao.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749455-rio-de-janeiro-tem-publico-abaixo-do-esperado-no-inicio-de-manifestacao.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749455-rio-de-janeiro-tem-publico-abaixo-do-esperado-no-inicio-de-manifestacao.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749455-rio-de-janeiro-tem-publico-abaixo-do-esperado-no-inicio-de-manifestacao.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750842-milhares-tomam-a-avenida-paulista-contra-a-nomeacao-de-lula-a-casa-civil.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750842-milhares-tomam-a-avenida-paulista-contra-a-nomeacao-de-lula-a-casa-civil.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750842-milhares-tomam-a-avenida-paulista-contra-a-nomeacao-de-lula-a-casa-civil.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750842-milhares-tomam-a-avenida-paulista-contra-a-nomeacao-de-lula-a-casa-civil.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750748-cerca-de-60-pessoas-protestam-contra-nomeacao-de-lula-na-av-paulista.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750748-cerca-de-60-pessoas-protestam-contra-nomeacao-de-lula-na-av-paulista.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750748-cerca-de-60-pessoas-protestam-contra-nomeacao-de-lula-na-av-paulista.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750748-cerca-de-60-pessoas-protestam-contra-nomeacao-de-lula-na-av-paulista.shtml
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Avenida 

Paulista 

 

42 Pro 

impeachme

nt groups 

protests 

against 

Lula in the 

congress 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1750664-aos-gritos-de-lula-

ladrao-grupos-pro-impeachment-

protestam-no-planalto.shtml 

16-mar Folha 

43 Anti PT 

demonstrat

ors occupy 

Paulista 

Avenue for 

more than 

24h 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1751357-manifestantes-anti-pt-

ocupam-paulista-por-mais-de-

24h.shtml 

17-mar Folha 

44 I share-

indignation

-of-the 

protests-

says-judge-

who-

suspended-

the Minister 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1751229-compartilho-

indignacao-dos-protestos-diz-juiz-que-

suspendeu-posse-de-lula.shtml 

17-mar Folha 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750664-aos-gritos-de-lula-ladrao-grupos-pro-impeachment-protestam-no-planalto.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750664-aos-gritos-de-lula-ladrao-grupos-pro-impeachment-protestam-no-planalto.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750664-aos-gritos-de-lula-ladrao-grupos-pro-impeachment-protestam-no-planalto.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750664-aos-gritos-de-lula-ladrao-grupos-pro-impeachment-protestam-no-planalto.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751357-manifestantes-anti-pt-ocupam-paulista-por-mais-de-24h.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751357-manifestantes-anti-pt-ocupam-paulista-por-mais-de-24h.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751357-manifestantes-anti-pt-ocupam-paulista-por-mais-de-24h.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751357-manifestantes-anti-pt-ocupam-paulista-por-mais-de-24h.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751229-compartilho-indignacao-dos-protestos-diz-juiz-que-suspendeu-posse-de-lula.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751229-compartilho-indignacao-dos-protestos-diz-juiz-que-suspendeu-posse-de-lula.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751229-compartilho-indignacao-dos-protestos-diz-juiz-que-suspendeu-posse-de-lula.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751229-compartilho-indignacao-dos-protestos-diz-juiz-que-suspendeu-posse-de-lula.shtml
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position 

from Lula 

 

45 Police 

officer gets  

hurt and 

demonstrat

ors pass out 

in against 

PT rally in 

Brasilia 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1750898-policial-se-fere-e-

manifestantes-passam-mal-em-ato-

contra-o-pt-em-brasilia.shtml  

17-mar Folha 

46 Pro 

impeachme

nt group 

won’t leave 

Avenida 

Paulista 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/03/1751409-grupo-pro-

impeachment-nao-vai-desbloquear-

avenida-paulista.shtml  

18-mar Folha 

47 Demonstrat

ors eat 

impeachme

nt cake, 

sing the 

national 

anthem and 

curse Dilma 

 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/08/1808882-na-paulista-

manifestantes-comem-bolo-do-

impeachment-cantam-hino-e-xingam-

dilma.shtml 

31-mar Folha 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750898-policial-se-fere-e-manifestantes-passam-mal-em-ato-contra-o-pt-em-brasilia.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750898-policial-se-fere-e-manifestantes-passam-mal-em-ato-contra-o-pt-em-brasilia.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750898-policial-se-fere-e-manifestantes-passam-mal-em-ato-contra-o-pt-em-brasilia.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1750898-policial-se-fere-e-manifestantes-passam-mal-em-ato-contra-o-pt-em-brasilia.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751409-grupo-pro-impeachment-nao-vai-desbloquear-avenida-paulista.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751409-grupo-pro-impeachment-nao-vai-desbloquear-avenida-paulista.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751409-grupo-pro-impeachment-nao-vai-desbloquear-avenida-paulista.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751409-grupo-pro-impeachment-nao-vai-desbloquear-avenida-paulista.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/08/1808882-na-paulista-manifestantes-comem-bolo-do-impeachment-cantam-hino-e-xingam-dilma.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/08/1808882-na-paulista-manifestantes-comem-bolo-do-impeachment-cantam-hino-e-xingam-dilma.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/08/1808882-na-paulista-manifestantes-comem-bolo-do-impeachment-cantam-hino-e-xingam-dilma.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/08/1808882-na-paulista-manifestantes-comem-bolo-do-impeachment-cantam-hino-e-xingam-dilma.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/08/1808882-na-paulista-manifestantes-comem-bolo-do-impeachment-cantam-hino-e-xingam-dilma.shtml
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48 Demonstrat

ions have 

less 

attendance 

and the 

opposing 

party 

expects to 

win the 

impeachme

nt 

proceedings 

by March 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,atos-perdem-publico-e-oposicao-

espera-levar-processo-de-

impeachment-ate-marco,10000004760  

13-dec Estadão 

49 Low 

participatio

n 

discourages 

demonstrat

ors in 

Avenida 

Paulista 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,baixa-adesao-desanima-

manifestante-na-paulista,10000004752  

13-dec Estadão 

50 Deputy 

simulates 

Lula’s 

arrest in 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,deputado-simula-prisao-de-lula-

em-protesto-em-belem,10000004727  

13-dec Estadão 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,atos-perdem-publico-e-oposicao-espera-levar-processo-de-impeachment-ate-marco,10000004760
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,atos-perdem-publico-e-oposicao-espera-levar-processo-de-impeachment-ate-marco,10000004760
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,atos-perdem-publico-e-oposicao-espera-levar-processo-de-impeachment-ate-marco,10000004760
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,atos-perdem-publico-e-oposicao-espera-levar-processo-de-impeachment-ate-marco,10000004760
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,baixa-adesao-desanima-manifestante-na-paulista,10000004752
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,baixa-adesao-desanima-manifestante-na-paulista,10000004752
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,baixa-adesao-desanima-manifestante-na-paulista,10000004752
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,deputado-simula-prisao-de-lula-em-protesto-em-belem,10000004727
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,deputado-simula-prisao-de-lula-em-protesto-em-belem,10000004727
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,deputado-simula-prisao-de-lula-em-protesto-em-belem,10000004727
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Belem’s 

protest 

 

51 Sunday’s 

protests are 

within 

normality 

according 

to Secom’s 

Minister  

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,para-ministro-da-secom--protestos-

deste-domingo-estao-dentro-da-

normalidade-

democratica,10000004724  

13-dec Estadão 

52 PM arrests 

man that try 

to poke 

pixuleco in 

Brasilia’s 

rally 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,policia-militar-prende-homem-

que-tentou-furar-lula-inflavel-em-ato-

de-bh,10000004721  

13-dec Estadão 

53 Pro 

impeachme

nt protests 

gather less 

people than 

expected in 

Salvador 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,protestos-por-impeachment-tem-

baixa-adesao-em-

salvador,10000004720  

13-dec Estadão 

54 Bolsonaro 

is a popstar 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,bolsonaro-tem-recepcao-de-

13-dec Estadão 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,para-ministro-da-secom--protestos-deste-domingo-estao-dentro-da-normalidade-democratica,10000004724
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,para-ministro-da-secom--protestos-deste-domingo-estao-dentro-da-normalidade-democratica,10000004724
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,para-ministro-da-secom--protestos-deste-domingo-estao-dentro-da-normalidade-democratica,10000004724
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,para-ministro-da-secom--protestos-deste-domingo-estao-dentro-da-normalidade-democratica,10000004724
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,para-ministro-da-secom--protestos-deste-domingo-estao-dentro-da-normalidade-democratica,10000004724
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,policia-militar-prende-homem-que-tentou-furar-lula-inflavel-em-ato-de-bh,10000004721
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,policia-militar-prende-homem-que-tentou-furar-lula-inflavel-em-ato-de-bh,10000004721
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,policia-militar-prende-homem-que-tentou-furar-lula-inflavel-em-ato-de-bh,10000004721
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,policia-militar-prende-homem-que-tentou-furar-lula-inflavel-em-ato-de-bh,10000004721
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protestos-por-impeachment-tem-baixa-adesao-em-salvador,10000004720
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protestos-por-impeachment-tem-baixa-adesao-em-salvador,10000004720
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protestos-por-impeachment-tem-baixa-adesao-em-salvador,10000004720
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protestos-por-impeachment-tem-baixa-adesao-em-salvador,10000004720
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,bolsonaro-tem-recepcao-de-popstar-em-ato-pro-impeachment-no-rio,10000004719
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,bolsonaro-tem-recepcao-de-popstar-em-ato-pro-impeachment-no-rio,10000004719
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in pro 

impeachme

nt rally in 

Rio 

 

popstar-em-ato-pro-impeachment-no-

rio,10000004719 

55 Pro 

impeachme

nt 

demonstrati

on in 

Brasilia 

gathers 3k 

people 

according 

to the 

Military 

Police 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,em-brasilia--manifestacao-pro-

impeachment-reuniu-cerca-de-3-mil--

segundo-pm,10000004716  

13-dec Estadão 

56 Today’s 

protests 

promise to 

press the 

congress 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,protestos-marcados-para-hoje-

prometem-pressionar-

congress,10000004691  

13-dec Estadão 

57 Protest in 

Curitiba 

gathers a 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,em-curitiba--protesto-reuniu-um-

exercito-de-moro,10000021109 

13-mar Estadão 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,bolsonaro-tem-recepcao-de-popstar-em-ato-pro-impeachment-no-rio,10000004719
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,bolsonaro-tem-recepcao-de-popstar-em-ato-pro-impeachment-no-rio,10000004719
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,em-brasilia--manifestacao-pro-impeachment-reuniu-cerca-de-3-mil--segundo-pm,10000004716
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,em-brasilia--manifestacao-pro-impeachment-reuniu-cerca-de-3-mil--segundo-pm,10000004716
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,em-brasilia--manifestacao-pro-impeachment-reuniu-cerca-de-3-mil--segundo-pm,10000004716
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,em-brasilia--manifestacao-pro-impeachment-reuniu-cerca-de-3-mil--segundo-pm,10000004716
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protestos-marcados-para-hoje-prometem-pressionar-congress,10000004691
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protestos-marcados-para-hoje-prometem-pressionar-congress,10000004691
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protestos-marcados-para-hoje-prometem-pressionar-congress,10000004691
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protestos-marcados-para-hoje-prometem-pressionar-congress,10000004691
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,em-curitiba--protesto-reuniu-um-exercito-de-moro,10000021109
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,em-curitiba--protesto-reuniu-um-exercito-de-moro,10000021109
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,em-curitiba--protesto-reuniu-um-exercito-de-moro,10000021109
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“Moro 

army” 

 

58 Recife’s 

protesters 

overcome 

previous 

protests in 

the city 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,publico-em-recife-supera-o-de-

protestos-anteriores,10000021102  

13-mar Estadão 

59 Protest in 

Avenida 

Paulista is 

the biggest 

one ever 

recorded 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,protesto-na-paulista-e-o-maior-ja-

registrado,10000021088  

13-mar Estadão 

60 President 

say that the 

peaceful 

character of 

the protests 

shows 

maturity  

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,em-nota--presidencia-diz-que-

carater-pacifico-dos-atos-demonstra-

maturidade,10000021063 

13-mar Estadão 

61 Demonstrat

ions in all 

states 

overcome 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,manifestacoes-em-todos-os-

estados-superam-as-de-marco-do-ano-

passado,10000021047  

13-mar Estadão 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,publico-em-recife-supera-o-de-protestos-anteriores,10000021102
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,publico-em-recife-supera-o-de-protestos-anteriores,10000021102
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,publico-em-recife-supera-o-de-protestos-anteriores,10000021102
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-na-paulista-e-o-maior-ja-registrado,10000021088
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-na-paulista-e-o-maior-ja-registrado,10000021088
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-na-paulista-e-o-maior-ja-registrado,10000021088
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,em-nota--presidencia-diz-que-carater-pacifico-dos-atos-demonstra-maturidade,10000021063
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,em-nota--presidencia-diz-que-carater-pacifico-dos-atos-demonstra-maturidade,10000021063
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,em-nota--presidencia-diz-que-carater-pacifico-dos-atos-demonstra-maturidade,10000021063
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,em-nota--presidencia-diz-que-carater-pacifico-dos-atos-demonstra-maturidade,10000021063
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestacoes-em-todos-os-estados-superam-as-de-marco-do-ano-passado,10000021047
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestacoes-em-todos-os-estados-superam-as-de-marco-do-ano-passado,10000021047
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestacoes-em-todos-os-estados-superam-as-de-marco-do-ano-passado,10000021047
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestacoes-em-todos-os-estados-superam-as-de-marco-do-ano-passado,10000021047
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the number 

of 

protesters 

from last 

March 

 

62 Opposition 

politicians 

are also 

target for 

protesters 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,politicos-da-oposicao-tambem-sao-

alvo-de-manifestantes-pelo-

brasil,10000021042 

13-mar Estadão 

63 Against 

Dilma 

government 

protest 

gathers 250 

people in 

NYC 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,protesto-contra-governo-dilma-

reune-cerca-de-250-pessoas-em-nova-

york,10000021031  

13-mar Estadão 

64 The number 

of 

protesters 

validates 

the 

impeachme

nt request 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,volume-de-manifestantes-

fortalece-pedido-de-

impeachment,10000021025  

13-mar Estadão 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,politicos-da-oposicao-tambem-sao-alvo-de-manifestantes-pelo-brasil,10000021042
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,politicos-da-oposicao-tambem-sao-alvo-de-manifestantes-pelo-brasil,10000021042
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,politicos-da-oposicao-tambem-sao-alvo-de-manifestantes-pelo-brasil,10000021042
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,politicos-da-oposicao-tambem-sao-alvo-de-manifestantes-pelo-brasil,10000021042
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-contra-governo-dilma-reune-cerca-de-250-pessoas-em-nova-york,10000021031
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-contra-governo-dilma-reune-cerca-de-250-pessoas-em-nova-york,10000021031
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-contra-governo-dilma-reune-cerca-de-250-pessoas-em-nova-york,10000021031
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65 Demonstrat

ions are 

over in 5 

cities 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,manifestacoes-ja-se-encerraram-

em-ao-menos-cinco-

capitais,10000021017 

13-mar Estadão 

66 Politicians 

participate 

in 

demonstrati

ons across 

Brazil 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,politicos-marcam-presenca-em-

manifestacoes-pelo-

brasil,10000020996 

13-mar Estadão 

67 Groups 

argues in 

pro 

government 

demonstrati

on 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,discussao-entre-grupos-e-

manifestacao-pro-governo-marcam-

inicio-de-protesto-no-rio,10000020991 

13-mar Estadão 

68 Lawyers 

and Jurists 

schedule 

pro Dilma 

act in the 

city center 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,advogados-e-juristas-marcam-ato-

pro-dilma-no-centro-de-

sp,10000021843 

17-mar Estadão 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestacoes-ja-se-encerraram-em-ao-menos-cinco-capitais,10000021017
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestacoes-ja-se-encerraram-em-ao-menos-cinco-capitais,10000021017
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestacoes-ja-se-encerraram-em-ao-menos-cinco-capitais,10000021017
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestacoes-ja-se-encerraram-em-ao-menos-cinco-capitais,10000021017
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,politicos-marcam-presenca-em-manifestacoes-pelo-brasil,10000020996
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,politicos-marcam-presenca-em-manifestacoes-pelo-brasil,10000020996
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,politicos-marcam-presenca-em-manifestacoes-pelo-brasil,10000020996
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,politicos-marcam-presenca-em-manifestacoes-pelo-brasil,10000020996
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,discussao-entre-grupos-e-manifestacao-pro-governo-marcam-inicio-de-protesto-no-rio,10000020991
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,discussao-entre-grupos-e-manifestacao-pro-governo-marcam-inicio-de-protesto-no-rio,10000020991
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,discussao-entre-grupos-e-manifestacao-pro-governo-marcam-inicio-de-protesto-no-rio,10000020991
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,discussao-entre-grupos-e-manifestacao-pro-governo-marcam-inicio-de-protesto-no-rio,10000020991
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,advogados-e-juristas-marcam-ato-pro-dilma-no-centro-de-sp,10000021843
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,advogados-e-juristas-marcam-ato-pro-dilma-no-centro-de-sp,10000021843
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,advogados-e-juristas-marcam-ato-pro-dilma-no-centro-de-sp,10000021843
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,advogados-e-juristas-marcam-ato-pro-dilma-no-centro-de-sp,10000021843
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69 PT asks for 

more 

security in 

pro Dilma 

act 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,pt-sp-cobra-de-alckmin-seguranca-

em-ato-pro-dilma,10000021839 

17-mar Estadão 

70 Social 

movements 

wants 

security 

from 

government 

in Pro PT 

rally on the 

18th 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,movimentos-sociais-vao-cobrar-

seguranca-do-governo-de-sp-em-atos-

de-apoio-ao-pt-no-dia-18,10000021808 

17-mar Estadão 

71 Social 

movements 

asks for 

Moro to 

deflect  in 

pro- Dilma 

and Lula 

rally 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,movimentos-sociais-querem-pedir-

afastamento-de-moro-em-ato-de-

defesa-de-dilma-e-lula,10000021760  

17-mar Estadão 

72 Dilma-

shields-

Lula-from 

http://www.estadao.com.br/noticias/ger

al,dilma-blinda-lula-de-sergio-moro-e-

17-mar Estadão 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,pt-sp-cobra-de-alckmin-seguranca-em-ato-pro-dilma,10000021839
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,pt-sp-cobra-de-alckmin-seguranca-em-ato-pro-dilma,10000021839
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,pt-sp-cobra-de-alckmin-seguranca-em-ato-pro-dilma,10000021839
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,movimentos-sociais-vao-cobrar-seguranca-do-governo-de-sp-em-atos-de-apoio-ao-pt-no-dia-18,10000021808
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,movimentos-sociais-vao-cobrar-seguranca-do-governo-de-sp-em-atos-de-apoio-ao-pt-no-dia-18,10000021808
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,movimentos-sociais-vao-cobrar-seguranca-do-governo-de-sp-em-atos-de-apoio-ao-pt-no-dia-18,10000021808
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,movimentos-sociais-vao-cobrar-seguranca-do-governo-de-sp-em-atos-de-apoio-ao-pt-no-dia-18,10000021808
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,movimentos-sociais-querem-pedir-afastamento-de-moro-em-ato-de-defesa-de-dilma-e-lula,10000021760
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,movimentos-sociais-querem-pedir-afastamento-de-moro-em-ato-de-defesa-de-dilma-e-lula,10000021760
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,movimentos-sociais-querem-pedir-afastamento-de-moro-em-ato-de-defesa-de-dilma-e-lula,10000021760
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,movimentos-sociais-querem-pedir-afastamento-de-moro-em-ato-de-defesa-de-dilma-e-lula,10000021760
http://www.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,dilma-blinda-lula-de-sergio-moro-e-novos-protestos-tomam-ruas-do-pais,10000021715
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Sergio-

Moro-and-

new-

protests-

take-

streets-in-

the-country 

novos-protestos-tomam-ruas-do-

pais,10000021715 

73 Organizers 

speak of 

380k in 

pro-

government 

demonstrati

on in Av. 

Paulista; 

PM 

estimates 

80k 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,organizadores-falam-em-380-mil-

em-ato-pro-lula-na-paulista-pm-fala-

em-80-mil,10000022108  

18-mar Estadão 

74 Street 

sellers-say-

that-sales-

are-more-

weak-in-

rally-at 

Avenida 

Paulista-

this-Friday 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,ambulantes-dizem-que-vendas-

estao-mais-fracas-em-ato-na-paulista-

nesta-sexta,10000022088 

18-mar Estadão 

http://www.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,dilma-blinda-lula-de-sergio-moro-e-novos-protestos-tomam-ruas-do-pais,10000021715
http://www.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,dilma-blinda-lula-de-sergio-moro-e-novos-protestos-tomam-ruas-do-pais,10000021715
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,organizadores-falam-em-380-mil-em-ato-pro-lula-na-paulista-pm-fala-em-80-mil,10000022108
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,organizadores-falam-em-380-mil-em-ato-pro-lula-na-paulista-pm-fala-em-80-mil,10000022108
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,organizadores-falam-em-380-mil-em-ato-pro-lula-na-paulista-pm-fala-em-80-mil,10000022108
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,organizadores-falam-em-380-mil-em-ato-pro-lula-na-paulista-pm-fala-em-80-mil,10000022108
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,ambulantes-dizem-que-vendas-estao-mais-fracas-em-ato-na-paulista-nesta-sexta,10000022088
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,ambulantes-dizem-que-vendas-estao-mais-fracas-em-ato-na-paulista-nesta-sexta,10000022088
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,ambulantes-dizem-que-vendas-estao-mais-fracas-em-ato-na-paulista-nesta-sexta,10000022088
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,ambulantes-dizem-que-vendas-estao-mais-fracas-em-ato-na-paulista-nesta-sexta,10000022088
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75 Former 

president 

Lula 

confirms 

participatio

ns in 

Paulista 

Avenue 

rally 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,ex-presidente-lula-confirma-

participacao-no-ato-da-avenida-

paulista,10000022006 

18-mar Estadão 

76 Ato-pro-

government

-wants-

isonomy-

in-paulista 

Avenue 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,ato-pro-governo-quer-isonomia-

na-paulista,10000021962  

18-mar Estadão 

77 Pro Dilma 

demonstrati

on becomes 

rally 

against 

Temer 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,manifestacoes-pro-dilma-viram-

ato-contra-temer,10000024192 

31-mar Estadão 

78 Temer and 

PMDB 

become 

targets of 

protest in 

SP 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,pmdb-e-temer-viram-alvo-de-

manifestacao-em-sp,10000024157 

31-mar Estadão 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,ex-presidente-lula-confirma-participacao-no-ato-da-avenida-paulista,10000022006
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,ex-presidente-lula-confirma-participacao-no-ato-da-avenida-paulista,10000022006
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,ex-presidente-lula-confirma-participacao-no-ato-da-avenida-paulista,10000022006
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,ex-presidente-lula-confirma-participacao-no-ato-da-avenida-paulista,10000022006
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,ato-pro-governo-quer-isonomia-na-paulista,10000021962
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,ato-pro-governo-quer-isonomia-na-paulista,10000021962
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,ato-pro-governo-quer-isonomia-na-paulista,10000021962
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestacoes-pro-dilma-viram-ato-contra-temer,10000024192
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestacoes-pro-dilma-viram-ato-contra-temer,10000024192
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestacoes-pro-dilma-viram-ato-contra-temer,10000024192
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,pmdb-e-temer-viram-alvo-de-manifestacao-em-sp,10000024157
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,pmdb-e-temer-viram-alvo-de-manifestacao-em-sp,10000024157
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,pmdb-e-temer-viram-alvo-de-manifestacao-em-sp,10000024157
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79 Senator-

accuses-

CUT-of-

intimidate-

people-to-

appear-at-

manifestati

on 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,senadora-acusa-cut-de-intimidar-

pessoas-para-comparecerem-a-

manifestacao,10000024122  

31-mar Estadão 

80 Lula-must-

give an 

speech-in-

Brasilia-

during- 

against-

impeachme

nt rally 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,lula-deve-discursar-em-brasilia-

durante-ato-contra-o-

impeachment,10000024063 

31-mar Estadão 

81 Protesters-

against-

impeachme

nt-make-

vigil-in-

Fortaleza 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,manifestantes-contra-

impeachment-fazem-vigilia-em-

fortaleza,10000026360  

16-apr Estadão 

82 Pro Dilma 

rally 

gathers 15k 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,ato-pro-dilma-reune-15-mil-

17-apr Estadão 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,senadora-acusa-cut-de-intimidar-pessoas-para-comparecerem-a-manifestacao,10000024122
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,senadora-acusa-cut-de-intimidar-pessoas-para-comparecerem-a-manifestacao,10000024122
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,senadora-acusa-cut-de-intimidar-pessoas-para-comparecerem-a-manifestacao,10000024122
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,senadora-acusa-cut-de-intimidar-pessoas-para-comparecerem-a-manifestacao,10000024122
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,lula-deve-discursar-em-brasilia-durante-ato-contra-o-impeachment,10000024063
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,lula-deve-discursar-em-brasilia-durante-ato-contra-o-impeachment,10000024063
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,lula-deve-discursar-em-brasilia-durante-ato-contra-o-impeachment,10000024063
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,lula-deve-discursar-em-brasilia-durante-ato-contra-o-impeachment,10000024063
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestantes-contra-impeachment-fazem-vigilia-em-fortaleza,10000026360
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestantes-contra-impeachment-fazem-vigilia-em-fortaleza,10000026360
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestantes-contra-impeachment-fazem-vigilia-em-fortaleza,10000026360
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestantes-contra-impeachment-fazem-vigilia-em-fortaleza,10000026360
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,ato-pro-dilma-reune-15-mil-pessoas-em-porto-alegre--diz-organizacao,10000026633
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,ato-pro-dilma-reune-15-mil-pessoas-em-porto-alegre--diz-organizacao,10000026633
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people in 

Porto 

Alegre 

according 

to 

organizers 

 

pessoas-em-porto-alegre--diz-

organizacao,10000026633  

83 About-70k-

demonstrat

ors-took-

the-streets-

in campinas 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,cerca-de-70-mil-manifestantes-

sairam-as-ruas-em-

campinas,10000026611  

17-apr Estadão 

84 Women 

that 

demonstrat

ed against 

Dilma in an 

airplane are 

released by 

the police  

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,mulheres-que-fizeram-

manifestacao-pro-dilma-em-aviao-sao-

liberadas,10000050215  

10-maj Estadão 

85 Protests-

against-the-

impeachme

nt-of-

Dilma-

block-

streets in 

São Paulo 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,protestos-contra-o-impeachment-

de-dilma-interditam-vias-em-

sp,10000050100 

10-maj Estadão 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,ato-pro-dilma-reune-15-mil-pessoas-em-porto-alegre--diz-organizacao,10000026633
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,ato-pro-dilma-reune-15-mil-pessoas-em-porto-alegre--diz-organizacao,10000026633
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,cerca-de-70-mil-manifestantes-sairam-as-ruas-em-campinas,10000026611
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,cerca-de-70-mil-manifestantes-sairam-as-ruas-em-campinas,10000026611
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,cerca-de-70-mil-manifestantes-sairam-as-ruas-em-campinas,10000026611
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,cerca-de-70-mil-manifestantes-sairam-as-ruas-em-campinas,10000026611
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,mulheres-que-fizeram-manifestacao-pro-dilma-em-aviao-sao-liberadas,10000050215
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,mulheres-que-fizeram-manifestacao-pro-dilma-em-aviao-sao-liberadas,10000050215
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,mulheres-que-fizeram-manifestacao-pro-dilma-em-aviao-sao-liberadas,10000050215
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,mulheres-que-fizeram-manifestacao-pro-dilma-em-aviao-sao-liberadas,10000050215
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protestos-contra-o-impeachment-de-dilma-interditam-vias-em-sp,10000050100
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protestos-contra-o-impeachment-de-dilma-interditam-vias-em-sp,10000050100
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protestos-contra-o-impeachment-de-dilma-interditam-vias-em-sp,10000050100
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protestos-contra-o-impeachment-de-dilma-interditam-vias-em-sp,10000050100
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86 Acts gather 

250k in 

Paulista and 

42k in 

Anhangaba

ú, 

according 

to 

Datafolha 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/04/1762151-atos-reunem-250-mil-

na-paulista-e-42-mil-no-anhangabau-

diz-datafolha.shtml 

17-apr Folha 

87 Protests in 

Rio have 

problem on 

big screen 

and 

promotion 

of 

pixulecos 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/20

16/04/1762065-protestos-no-rio-tem-

problema-em-telao-e-promocao-de-

pixulecos.shtml 

17-apr Folha 

88 Protest 

against 

Lula's 

appointmen

t in Av. 

Paulista  

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,manifestantes-protestam-contra-

nomeacao-de-lula-na-av-

paulista,10000021640?success=true  

16-mar Estadão 

89 Demonstrat

ion near 

Planalto 

and 

Congress  

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,protesto-contra-nomeacao-de-lula-

em-brasilia-tem-confronto-entre-

petistas-e-manifestantes,10000021635  

16-mar Estadão 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1762151-atos-reunem-250-mil-na-paulista-e-42-mil-no-anhangabau-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1762151-atos-reunem-250-mil-na-paulista-e-42-mil-no-anhangabau-diz-datafolha.shtml
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http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1762151-atos-reunem-250-mil-na-paulista-e-42-mil-no-anhangabau-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/04/1762065-protestos-no-rio-tem-problema-em-telao-e-promocao-de-pixulecos.shtml
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http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestantes-protestam-contra-nomeacao-de-lula-na-av-paulista,10000021640?success=true
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestantes-protestam-contra-nomeacao-de-lula-na-av-paulista,10000021640?success=true
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestantes-protestam-contra-nomeacao-de-lula-na-av-paulista,10000021640?success=true
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifestantes-protestam-contra-nomeacao-de-lula-na-av-paulista,10000021640?success=true
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-contra-nomeacao-de-lula-em-brasilia-tem-confronto-entre-petistas-e-manifestantes,10000021635
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-contra-nomeacao-de-lula-em-brasilia-tem-confronto-entre-petistas-e-manifestantes,10000021635
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-contra-nomeacao-de-lula-em-brasilia-tem-confronto-entre-petistas-e-manifestantes,10000021635
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-contra-nomeacao-de-lula-em-brasilia-tem-confronto-entre-petistas-e-manifestantes,10000021635
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90 Poll of 

impeachme

nt will have 

manifestati

ons 

throughout 

the interior 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,votacao-do-impeachment-tera-

manifestacoes-em-todo-

interior,10000026396 

16-apr Estadão 

91 DF Metro 

suspends 

operation 

due to 

protests 

planned for 

Sunday 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/g

eral,metro-do-df-suspende-operacao-

devido-as-manifestacoes-previstas-

para-domingo,10000026451  

16-apr Estadão 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 2: Coding Book 

 

 

Category Definition 
Sub-category 

(if applicable) 
Definition 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,votacao-do-impeachment-tera-manifestacoes-em-todo-interior,10000026396
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,votacao-do-impeachment-tera-manifestacoes-em-todo-interior,10000026396
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,votacao-do-impeachment-tera-manifestacoes-em-todo-interior,10000026396
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,votacao-do-impeachment-tera-manifestacoes-em-todo-interior,10000026396
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,metro-do-df-suspende-operacao-devido-as-manifestacoes-previstas-para-domingo,10000026451
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,metro-do-df-suspende-operacao-devido-as-manifestacoes-previstas-para-domingo,10000026451
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,metro-do-df-suspende-operacao-devido-as-manifestacoes-previstas-para-domingo,10000026451
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,metro-do-df-suspende-operacao-devido-as-manifestacoes-previstas-para-domingo,10000026451
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1 Source 

News Material Source  

Folha de São Paulo 

(Folha) 

 The article was published 

on Folha 

O Estado de São Paulo 

(Estadão) 

The article was published 

on Estadão 

2 
Number of the 

article 

Number of the article in the 

coding list  
  

3 
Date of 

publication 
Date of publication    

4 Headline Headline  of  the  

article  
 

  

5 Link Link of the article      

6 Protest 

Characteristics of the protest 

regarding whether it was a “Pro 

Impeachment” protest or an  

“Against Impeachment” 

protest. Such division clearly 

stated in the articles   

Against Impeachment 

 

 

Also included: “Pro 

Dilma Rousseff”, “Pro 

Government” and “Pro 

PT” 

Pro Impeachment 

Also included: “Against 

Dilma Rousseff”, 

“Against Government” 

and “Against PT” 

7 Cause Defined as references to why 

the protesters were taking place 

or the goals of the protesters.   

Included 

“Against or  

Pro” Dilma Rousseff, 

“Against or Pro”  

Government, “Against or 

Pro” PT, “Against or  

Pro” Impeachment were 

considered references to 

why the protests took 

place and so, included in 

this category 
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Not Included 

When there is no mention 

to why there was a protest 

happening or why 

protesters were protesting  

8 Inclusion of 

Protester`s 

voice 

Quotation of protesters for 

opinion and information   

Included 

Protesters, organizers of 

the protests, participants 

of social movements, 

movement leaders, ex-

ministers or ex-

politicians, militancy 

groups and trade unions 

were considered part of 

this category 

 

Not Included 

Indirect quotes were not 

considered as inclusion of 

protester’s voice  

Politicians were not 

included as protesters, 

even if they were 

participating in the 

protest 

 

9 

Reliance on 

official or 

other sources 

Quotation of sources other than 

the  
Included 

police, administration, 

politicians, experts, street 

traders, traffic officials, 

business man and other 

people that were not 

participating in the protest 

event (observers, for 

example) 
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  protesters for opinion and  

information   

 Not Included 

 

10 Are any of the 
Official 
sources 
protesting? 
 

Many politicians quoted in the 

articles were also part of the 

protests. Therefore, considering 

that politicians were quoted as 

official sources and not 

protesters it was interesting to 

see if they were also part of the 

protests 

Yes 

When other sources were 

mentioned to participate, 

have participated or that 

will participate in a 

protest event 

No 

 

11 Quotations  This category allowed to 

compare between quotations of 

protesters and other sources, in 

order to see whether journalists 

included protesters’ voice more 

than other sources  

 More quotation of 

protesters 

When more protesters 

were quoted in the article 

Equal number of quotations 

of protesters and other  

sources 

When there was the same 

number of protesters and 

other sources being quoted 

in the article 

More quotation of other  

sources 

When more other sources 

were quoted in the article 
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12 Carnival   Relies on the portrait of 

protesters as performing in 

some type of production  

  

 Included 

Mention of celebrities and 

dignitaries such as 

politicians and church 

members for example 

 

Inclusion of quotes such 

as: “presence of sound 

cars”, “distribution of 

pixulecos”, “watch the 

impeachment voting on 

big screens on the 

streets”, “prays before the 

protests”, “singing the 

national anthem” 

 

Not Included 
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13 General 

lawlessness  

Also known as disruption, does 

not necessarily refers to 

violence or vandalism but it 

also includes lesser violations  

 Included  Verbal offences, throwing  

stones or eggs in public 

spaces, burn things, etc 

 

Not Included  

14 Police 

confrontation  

Implies not only the police had 

to be mentioned  

specifically, but also that some 

form of aberrant conflict 

transpired between protesters 

and police   

Included 

When the police is 

mentioned to make 

searches on backpacks, 

arrests, throw gas bombs, 

etc 

Not Included 

When police officers were 

mentioned but no conflict 

transpired between 

protesters and the police, 

then this device was not 

considered to be included  
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Appendix 3: Extra Tables Content Analysis  

 

 

Table 19: Percentage of Cause Device in Folha newspaper (N total = 49) 

 

 

Table 20: Percentage of Cause Device by protest in Folha newspaper (N total = 49) 

 

 

Table 21: Percentage of Cause Device in Estadão newspaper (N total = 42) 

 

98%

2%

Inclusion of Cause - Folha

Included Not Included

97%
100%

Inclusion of Cause by Protest -
Folha   

Pro Impeachment Against Impeachment

98%

2%

Inclusion of Cause - Estadão

Included Not Included



100 

 

 

 

Table 22: Percentage of Cause Device by protest in Estadão newspaper (N total = 49) 

 

 

Table 23: Percentage of General Lawlessness device in Folha and Estadão (N total = 91) 

 

 

Table 24: Percentage of Police Confrontation device in Folha and Estadão (N total = 91) 

 

 

 

 

100%
93%

Inclusion of Cause by Protest -
Estadão

Pro Impeachment Against Impeachment

42%

58%

General Lawlessness

Included Not Included

19%

81%

Police Confrontation

Included Not Included
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Appendix 4: CDA articles list  

 

Number 

News 

Media 

Source 

Date of 

Publication 
Headline Link 

Translated 

versions 

1 Folha 

13th 

December 

2015 

Demonstrations 

are less attended 

after 

impeachment 

outbreak 

http://www1.folha.u

ol.com.br/poder/201

5/12/1718645-atos-

tem-adesao-menor-

apos-impeachment-

ser-deflagrado.shtml 

 

Atos têm adesão 

menor após impeachment ser deflagrado - 13_12_2015 - Poder - Folha de S.pdf 

2 Folha  
13th March 

2016 

Protest in Av. 

Paulista is the 

biggest political 

demonstration 

ever recorded in 

São Paulo 

http://www1.folha.u

ol.com.br/poder/201

6/03/1749528-

protesto-na-av-

paulista-e-o-maior-

ato-politico-ja-

registrado-em-sao-

paulo.shtml 

 

Protesto na av. 

Paulista é o maior ato político já registrado em São Paulo - 13_03_2016 - Poder - Folha de S.pdf 

3 Estadão  

13th 

December 

2015 

Demonstrations 

have less 

attendance and 

the opposing 

party expects to 

win the 

http://politica.estada

o.com.br/noticias/ger

al,atos-perdem-

publico-e-oposicao-

espera-levar-

processo-de-

Atos perdem público 

e oposição espera levar processo de impeachment até março - Política - Estadão dezembro.pdf 

http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718645-atos-tem-adesao-menor-apos-impeachment-ser-deflagrado.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718645-atos-tem-adesao-menor-apos-impeachment-ser-deflagrado.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718645-atos-tem-adesao-menor-apos-impeachment-ser-deflagrado.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718645-atos-tem-adesao-menor-apos-impeachment-ser-deflagrado.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718645-atos-tem-adesao-menor-apos-impeachment-ser-deflagrado.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2015/12/1718645-atos-tem-adesao-menor-apos-impeachment-ser-deflagrado.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749528-protesto-na-av-paulista-e-o-maior-ato-politico-ja-registrado-em-sao-paulo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749528-protesto-na-av-paulista-e-o-maior-ato-politico-ja-registrado-em-sao-paulo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749528-protesto-na-av-paulista-e-o-maior-ato-politico-ja-registrado-em-sao-paulo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749528-protesto-na-av-paulista-e-o-maior-ato-politico-ja-registrado-em-sao-paulo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749528-protesto-na-av-paulista-e-o-maior-ato-politico-ja-registrado-em-sao-paulo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749528-protesto-na-av-paulista-e-o-maior-ato-politico-ja-registrado-em-sao-paulo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749528-protesto-na-av-paulista-e-o-maior-ato-politico-ja-registrado-em-sao-paulo.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749528-protesto-na-av-paulista-e-o-maior-ato-politico-ja-registrado-em-sao-paulo.shtml
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,atos-perdem-publico-e-oposicao-espera-levar-processo-de-impeachment-ate-marco,10000004760
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,atos-perdem-publico-e-oposicao-espera-levar-processo-de-impeachment-ate-marco,10000004760
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,atos-perdem-publico-e-oposicao-espera-levar-processo-de-impeachment-ate-marco,10000004760
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,atos-perdem-publico-e-oposicao-espera-levar-processo-de-impeachment-ate-marco,10000004760
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,atos-perdem-publico-e-oposicao-espera-levar-processo-de-impeachment-ate-marco,10000004760
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,atos-perdem-publico-e-oposicao-espera-levar-processo-de-impeachment-ate-marco,10000004760
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impeachment 

proceedings by 

March 

impeachment-ate-

marco,10000004760 

 

4 Estadão 
13th March 

2016 

 

Protest in 

Avenida Paulista 

is the biggest one 

ever 

recorded 

http://politica.estada

o.com.br/noticias/ger

al,protesto-na-

paulista-e-o-maior-

ja-

registrado,10000021

088 

 

 

Protesto na Paulista é 

o maior já registrado - Política - Estadão - marco.pdf 

5 Folha 
31st March 

2016 

Demonstration 

against 

impeachment 

gathers 40k 

people in SP, 

according to 

Datafolha 

http://www1.folha.u

ol.com.br/poder/201

6/03/1756224-

manifestacao-contra-

o-impeachment-

reune-40-mil-em-sp-

diz-datafolha.shtml 

 

Manifestação contra 

o impeachment reúne 40 mil em SP, diz Datafolha - 31_03_2016 - Poder - Folha de S.pdf 

6 Folha  
18th March 

2016 

Pro-Dilma 

demonstration 

gathers 95k 

people in SP, 

according to 

Datafolha 

http://www1.folha.u

ol.com.br/poder/201

6/03/1751748-

manifestacao-pro-

dilma-reune-95-mil-

pessoas-em-sp-diz-

datafolha.shtml 

Manifestação 

pró-Dilma reúne 95 mil pessoas em SP, diz Datafolha - 18_03_2016 - Poder - Folha de S.pdf 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,atos-perdem-publico-e-oposicao-espera-levar-processo-de-impeachment-ate-marco,10000004760
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,atos-perdem-publico-e-oposicao-espera-levar-processo-de-impeachment-ate-marco,10000004760
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-na-paulista-e-o-maior-ja-registrado,10000021088
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-na-paulista-e-o-maior-ja-registrado,10000021088
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-na-paulista-e-o-maior-ja-registrado,10000021088
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-na-paulista-e-o-maior-ja-registrado,10000021088
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-na-paulista-e-o-maior-ja-registrado,10000021088
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-na-paulista-e-o-maior-ja-registrado,10000021088
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,protesto-na-paulista-e-o-maior-ja-registrado,10000021088
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756224-manifestacao-contra-o-impeachment-reune-40-mil-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756224-manifestacao-contra-o-impeachment-reune-40-mil-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756224-manifestacao-contra-o-impeachment-reune-40-mil-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756224-manifestacao-contra-o-impeachment-reune-40-mil-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756224-manifestacao-contra-o-impeachment-reune-40-mil-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756224-manifestacao-contra-o-impeachment-reune-40-mil-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1756224-manifestacao-contra-o-impeachment-reune-40-mil-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751748-manifestacao-pro-dilma-reune-95-mil-pessoas-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751748-manifestacao-pro-dilma-reune-95-mil-pessoas-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751748-manifestacao-pro-dilma-reune-95-mil-pessoas-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751748-manifestacao-pro-dilma-reune-95-mil-pessoas-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751748-manifestacao-pro-dilma-reune-95-mil-pessoas-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751748-manifestacao-pro-dilma-reune-95-mil-pessoas-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1751748-manifestacao-pro-dilma-reune-95-mil-pessoas-em-sp-diz-datafolha.shtml
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7 Estadão 
31st March 

2016 

Temer and 

PMDB become 

targets of 

protest in SP 

http://politica.estada

o.com.br/noticias/ger

al,pmdb-e-temer-

viram-alvo-de-

manifestacao-em-

sp,10000024157 

 

Temer e PMDB viram 

alvo de manifestação em SP - Política - Estadão - 31.pdf 

8 Estadão  
18th March 

2016 

Organizers speak 

of 380k in 

pro-government 

demonstration in 

Av. Paulista; PM 

estimates 80k 

http://politica.estada

o.com.br/noticias/ger

al,organizadores-

falam-em-380-mil-

em-ato-pro-lula-na-

paulista-pm-fala-em-

80-mil,10000022108 

Organizadores falam 

em 380 mil em ato pró-governo na Paulista_ PM fala em 80 mil - Política - Estadão - 18.pdf 

 

 

 

http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,pmdb-e-temer-viram-alvo-de-manifestacao-em-sp,10000024157
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,pmdb-e-temer-viram-alvo-de-manifestacao-em-sp,10000024157
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,pmdb-e-temer-viram-alvo-de-manifestacao-em-sp,10000024157
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,pmdb-e-temer-viram-alvo-de-manifestacao-em-sp,10000024157
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,pmdb-e-temer-viram-alvo-de-manifestacao-em-sp,10000024157
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,pmdb-e-temer-viram-alvo-de-manifestacao-em-sp,10000024157
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,organizadores-falam-em-380-mil-em-ato-pro-lula-na-paulista-pm-fala-em-80-mil,10000022108
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,organizadores-falam-em-380-mil-em-ato-pro-lula-na-paulista-pm-fala-em-80-mil,10000022108
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,organizadores-falam-em-380-mil-em-ato-pro-lula-na-paulista-pm-fala-em-80-mil,10000022108
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,organizadores-falam-em-380-mil-em-ato-pro-lula-na-paulista-pm-fala-em-80-mil,10000022108
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,organizadores-falam-em-380-mil-em-ato-pro-lula-na-paulista-pm-fala-em-80-mil,10000022108
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,organizadores-falam-em-380-mil-em-ato-pro-lula-na-paulista-pm-fala-em-80-mil,10000022108
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,organizadores-falam-em-380-mil-em-ato-pro-lula-na-paulista-pm-fala-em-80-mil,10000022108

